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Dear Friend, Thank you for joining my team. Your story creates a legacy and that is true for all of us. 

As writers our stories may be available online for a long time to come. Let’s do it the best way 

possible. I want to help you launch in a fun and effortless way by sharing what I know after 

successfully launching three books. Attached is an ARC of MY BOOK LAUNCH PLAN to help you 

with your launch.  

  

THIS IS AN ADVANCE READER COPY 

  
Please do not copy this pdf, pass it on or redistribute in 

 any way whatsoever other than for the purpose of 

 readers leaving a review at Amazon here. 

 https://amzn.com/B01BU0VV1A  

Your feedback is very much appreciated!  

  

How to leave a review? 

 A tweet size review is fine. 

 You don’t have to buy the book to leave a review. 

 You don’t need to read the whole manuscript to review. 

 You can read just one chapter and write about that. 

 You can write as if you address other readers or the author. 

 Did you enjoy what you read? Why? Why not? 

 Highlight what you enjoyed most. 

 Give a brief description. 

 What do you think the message is? 

 Who will the book appeal to and why?  

  

Redistributing this pdf for purposes other than reviews is against Amazon rules and regulations. 

Thank you for your helping other readers choose. 

 You can leave a review at Amazon here.  

 THANK YOU!! 

 If you let me know when you’ve reviewed I will send you another thank you.  

 

You can leave a review at Amazon here.  

THANK YOU!! 

 

My next book will be THE HOLY GRAIL OF BOOK LAUNCHING; stay tuned!  

https://amzn.com/B01BU0VV1A
https://amzn.com/B018QDEKXK
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01NBAYM0L
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FOREWORD 

 

I am a big fan of naming names in the self-publishing industry. What that means is that I love 

to share all of my knowledge about book publishing from editing and designing the best book 

cover to fully disclosing case studies from book launches with what works and what can be 

improved.  

 

Mimi’s new book is a great example as she covers the book publishing process and goes into 

great detail about her launch plan. The launch plan very simply can make or break your book. 

Having the right launch plan will help decide whether your book will be a bestseller on Amazon 

or if it will be just another published book.  

 

By reading Mimi’s book you will have a great guide to a successful launch. Mimi names many 

of her resources including the marketing of her book. She uses many of the marketing services 

that I have used to launch three bestsellers including James Mayfield’s social media promotion, 

Reading Deals and my personal favorite, Buck Books. Those three marketing avenues alone 

should give you a great chance of having a successful launch.  

 

I found Mimi’s book to be a fun and easy read. The information in the book provides a lot of 

value to the reader. As a coach for several authors who are launching their books soon, I will 

be strongly encouraging my clients to read two books to prepare for their launch. The books 

are my fourth book, Book Publishing for Beginners and Mimi’s launch plan. I hope that you 

enjoy reading Mimi’s book and it was an honor to write this foreword in support of her book. 

Sincerely,  

 

Paul G. Brodie  

 

Arlington, TX  

 

www.BrodieEDU.com/coaching/ 

http://www.brodieedu.com/books/
http://www.brodieedu.com/coaching/
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THANK YOU 

OFFICIAL LAUNCH PLAN FOR MY STORY OF SURVIVAL 

This launch plan is written especially for all my wonderful launch team members and the Team 

at Self-Publishing School (SPS). Without you, my story would not have been published 

successfully.  

 

I love you all for your warmth, kindness and support. 

 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart! 

 

If you were not part of my launch team and got hold of this book, I highly recommend that you 

sign up for the SPS course, which is the REAL DEAL at  

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN If you are studying with Self-Publishing 

School you don’t need any of the information in this book because Chandler and his TEAM 

have got you covered. I got the results I did because I followed ‘their guidelines,’ not mine. 

 

DIARY NOTES 31 DAY COUNT DOWN 

This version of my launch plan is a diary of my fumbles as I launched ‘My Story of Survival. 

I wrote the notes as I was following the SPS course which has all the finer details and contains 

many more steps and directions than my diary notes. My diary notes only show the last 31-day 

count-down to launch.  

 

This plan contains all the links and info that I used to help me launch my book on Amazon. 

It is not a clean how-to, it is a real version of the things that happened in my life including, ill 

neighbour, various computer, internet and power interruptions and all kinds of other things. 

This is called real life and this is how the launch happens for all of us, as part of real life. The 

book launch is not a static event that stands on its own but needs to be fitted in somehow with 

all the other things that go on in our lives. For all these reasons there are count-down days 

where nothing much seems to happen and also minor discrepancies between the lists. 

 

 

 

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN
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TO-DO OVERVIEW 

You will find that there is a discrepancy between the TO-DO OVERVIEW and my diary notes. 

This is because before I launched my book ‘My Story of Survival’ I already had many things, 

such as social media, in place. I made the TO-DO OVERVIEW as a quick check-list but this 

is not what I myself followed exactly. The TO-DO OVERVIEW is printed at the beginning of 

the launch plan as well as at the back for easy reference. 

 

USEFUL TIPS AND FUN TIPS 

Throughout the launch plan there are USEFUL tips relating to each day specifically, as well as 

random FUN tips. 

All these tips are useful when you’re launching your book and the links included in these tips 

contain tons of information that you can slowly work your way through. Both the USEFUL 

tips as well as the FUN tips are also listed at the end of the plan so that you can print them out 

together, a total of 15 pages for easy reference. 

 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

At the end there is a list of FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS. This list combined with 

the TO-DO OVERVIEW will tell you the main things I did when I launched my book. Utilising 

all the USEFUL and FUN tips, you can choose to do less, or you can do more than what I did. 

But with the help of the course, all my classmates, friends and buddies, following this basic list 

is what got my book published on Amazon, ranking #1 in seven categories with a Best Selling 

banner under Self-Help for Christian Books and Bibles. 

 

 

If you’re pressed for time you can print up the 8 pages of the FREQUENTLY ASKED 

QUESTIONS and the TO-DO OVERVIEW and those basics will help you launch your book. 

If you add the USEFUL and FUN tips 15 pages, you’ll have a total of 23 pages chockfull with 

useful and fun information to help you launch your book. 
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In this book you’ll find 

1. TO-DO OVERVIEW 

2. DIARY NOTES of 31-DAY COUNT-DOWN 

3. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  

4. 31 FUN TIPS 

5. 31 USEFUL TIPS 

6. MIMI’s PROMOS  
 

LAUNCH PLAN A LITTLE OVERDUE 

This launch plan I promised to my team members has taken a little while because my internet 

is still not back to normal. Secondly, my editor is busy. No doubt because we’ve all been 

sharing her details around because she is so wonderful.  

I apologise for this being perhaps too late for your current book and hope that maybe this plan 

can be useful for your next launch. 

 

The third reason my launch plan is late is because my gorgeous IT girl had this wonderful idea 

of putting some nice red lines around the tips and embed the links inside the circle. This proved 

easier said than done. It took her around 6 calls to various tech guys and visiting a number of 

Microsoft Forums and uninstalling and re-uploading her version of Microsoft, to no avail. Only 

to discover after some days of this mucking around that this nifty idea could be executed with 

the latest version of Microsoft and not with her current version on her MAC.  

 

She hijacked my PC and updated my current version of Microsoft Word to the latest and it 

worked! Then she still had to add in all the links, then the document became pretty heavy … 

So here it is, about a month and a bit later, my launch plan. 

 

Done is better than perfect! Right Chandler? 
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TO-DO OVERVIEW 
1. Find a mentor, a helper, a buddy, don’t do this on your own 

2. Make sure that your book is edited properly 

3. Get a professionally designed cover 

4. Find a good formatter for your interior 

5. Consider if you want a hard copy 

6. Consider if you want an audio book 

7. Create a landing page to drive traffic to your book 

8. Organise your PROMOS early, some need a month in advance 

9. Have social media in place, examples below 

10. Open Facebook account/and or Facebook author page 

11. Create a launch team group on Facebook 

12. Open Twitter account 

13. Start blog on Wordpress, Blogger or Tumbler to drive traffic to book 

14. Open Goodreads account 

15. Contact bloggers, influencers, podcasters in your niche 

16. Consider publishing options; Amazon, Lulu, Smashwords, Barnes and Noble 

17. Sign up to relevant Facebook groups 

18. Join www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty for all the USEFUL TIPS  

19. Decide what country to publish book and open up Amazon account 

20. Decide to be part of lending library or not 

21. Decide if people can preview inside book before purchase 

22. Decide if you want to do a count-down deal 

23. Create book description 

24. Create author description  

25. Get testimonials  

26. Decide on categories/keywords 

27. Decide on price 

28. Publish book on Amazon 

29. Officially launch book, invite all your friends 

30. Promos in place, reviews, downloads and sales. 

31. Celebrate!! Looking forward to the invite! 
 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty
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INTRO 
For Mimi’s Launch Plan I use the example of my book ‘My Story of Survival’ because that is 

what this plan is based on. I’ll show you what social media I already had in place and how I 

used this for my launch. What is essential for a successful launch is covered in the rough outline 

of the TO-DO OVERVIEW and FREQUENTLY ANSWERED QUESTIONS. The rest is just 

icing on the cake. 

 

Over a period of around two to three years I wrote My Story of Survival. This story is about 

how oodles of faith and a ten-ingredient-only-diet, for a period of five years, helped me 

overcome medical emergencies and got me back on my feet; well, sort of. You can find my 

book and a longer description of it on Amazon at http://amzn.com/B018QDEKXK. I leave all 

the links whole in this particular version of my launch plan in case some of these links get 

broken in the future. You may still be able to track them down if you at least have the full link 

available to you. 

 

I didn’t fancy writing this book (My Story of Survival).  but had a strong urge that I needed to 

do this, just in case my story could help someone else. It appears, from the five-star reviews, 

that my book has indeed helped some people. This means to me: ‘Mission Accomplished.’ 

 

AMAZON REVIEWS 

I highly recommend this well written 

By N. CLARK on December 14, 2015 

www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A1KBZUNSZMRWVK/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp?ie=UTF8 

Format: Kindle Edition Verified Purchase 

I can relate to Ms. Emmanuel's story of survival. I'm deeply grateful to her for writing this 

book. My wife has a history of similar experiences. Her appendix ruptured leading to a cascade 

of health issues. We've seen dozens of doctors all over the US, and gotten many diagnoses. Yet 

none of them lead to effective treatment. As a medical professional myself I know the 

tremendous impact of diet on health. My wife has shown significant improvement over the past 

2 years after embarking on a vegan diet. I think a modified version of Ms. Emmanuel's plan 

may help get to yet another level of recovery. It's certainly worth a try. I highly recommend 

this well written, easily relatable work. It is a real blessing. 

 

This book may save someone's life 

By Mark Bacera, authoron December 16, 2015 

Format: Kindle EditionVerified Purchase 

http://amzn.com/B018QDEKXK
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2XK46LW8YY59T/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B018QDEKXK
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A1KBZUNSZMRWVK/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A1KBZUNSZMRWVK/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_fmt?ie=UTF8&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending&formatType=current_format
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_rvwer?ie=UTF8&reviewerType=avp_only_reviews&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3K0WHAQ7SXDUG/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B018QDEKXK
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3KH1GJIZUB36Y/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_fmt?ie=UTF8&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending&formatType=current_format
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_rvwer?ie=UTF8&reviewerType=avp_only_reviews&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending
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Emmanuel has written a guide that I think can save someones life in the future. She writes of 

the ingredients that are the safest to take in our bodies. It's well written, and as I was reading 

it, I couldn't help but feel the writer's pain and struggles … Highly recommended for those who 

are looking for something---anything---to fix their body problems. 

 

A must-read for people with diet restrictions. 

By Noël Gamaon December 16, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition 

This is the book I've been searching for to present to my wife who suffers from stress-induced 

food allergies, food intolerances and chemical sensitivities. If it weren't for this book, 

 

Relatable and inspiring. A saga full of hope! 

By SRon December 16, 2015 

Format: Kindle EditionVerified Purchase 

Ya'll this is the real deal! Mimi is honest and inspiring. Every word expresses her desire to 

help people through her own experiences. If you have struggled with or are struggling with 

health please, please, PLEASE pick up this book. Mimi shares the tips that brought her healing 

and freedom. It's not a list of rules. It's a list of suggestions based on experience. It's a story 

full of inspiration. I related so well to Mimi and was filled with hope to keep fighting for my 

health. 

 

I share these reviews with you so that you can see that my book indeed was ‘successfully 

published.’ meaning that people find it and read it and appreciate it.  

 

There are more reviews here. 
 

SELF-PUBLISHING SCHOOL 

After I wrote my story I didn’t quite know how to go about publishing my book. Sure I knew 

that I could publish on Amazon, but after doing a little research I also knew that there are many 

different platforms; such as, for instance: traditional versus Indie Publishing. And whilst 

looking into this I discovered that ‘publishing a book’ is not necessarily equal to ‘people finding 

and reading my book.’  

 

I wanted people to find and read my book. Because if readers don’t find my book and it just 

sits ‘somewhere’ being published… what would be the use of it all? 

 

This is how I came to sign up for Self-Publishing School (SPS)  

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN to get help with publishing my book. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R4MTSX22GOI1C/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B018QDEKXK
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3RGAZTA2E6L74/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_fmt?ie=UTF8&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending&formatType=current_format
http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1HMN7ZBZ2OETG/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B018QDEKXK
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/ALRCTB803RPPF/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_fmt?ie=UTF8&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending&formatType=current_format
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_rvw_rvwer?ie=UTF8&reviewerType=avp_only_reviews&pageSize=10&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending
http://www.amazon.com/Story-Survival-low-reactive-intolerances-sensitivities-ebook/product-reviews/B018QDEKXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_btm_link_1?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=0&sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending&pageNumber=1#R1MTDWK3HM8VUG
https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN
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The course also helped me fine-tune the contents for my book ‘My Story of Survival’ by 

providing guidelines for structure and layout and so on. 

 

The book you’re reading now is called Mimi’s Launch Plan. In this book I’ll concentrate on 

what I did, with the guidance of the SPS course, in the month before my launch. 
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DAY 31 
PREPARATION IN PLACE BEFORE COUNT-DOWN TO BOOK 

LAUNCH. 

DAY 31 - PREPARATION 

What preparation was in place already before I officially launched my book on Amazon?  

Quite a bit, as I describe below. Note also that there is a difference between ‘publishing’ and 

‘launching’ a book. Publishing, in my case, meant uploading the file to Amazon and seeing the 

book appear on the ‘for sale’ page. Launching, in my case, meant telling the world about my 

book by inviting people to visit this ‘for sale’ page and download the book for free, or for the 

initial 99 cents promo price. 

 

So what happened in the days before the official count down to the launch? 

 

EDITING 

I sent the book away to various beta readers and editors. This went through stages because 

every now and then things changed with my health and then, as things changed, I made 

adjustments in the book. For instance, I drank salty water for many years but so many people 

told me to stop doing this that eventually I stopped drinking salty water. I am considering going 

back on it though because I believe that the balance of minerals in the salty water is a great 

addition to my diet.  

 

Don’t for a moment think that you can edit your own book. I do not know of anyone who can 

do this successfully. I am not saying that it is not possible, but I know for a fact that it is a good 

idea to get as many eyes as possible on your book before publishing. It’ll help to weed out the 

superfluous and the repetitions and the typos and so on. 

It is my understanding that even professional editors get help with editing their own book. 

Many thanks to my wonderful editor Elaine and also to VA Jenny 

www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/be-your-virtual-assistance?funnel=a955fe92-09a8-4be0-a60b-

f48fa237545c. Yes, you can use their services too. 

http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/be-your-virtual-assistance?funnel=a955fe92-09a8-4be0-a60b-f48fa237545c
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/be-your-virtual-assistance?funnel=a955fe92-09a8-4be0-a60b-f48fa237545c
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LAUNCH PARTY 

I created the Facebook Group ‘This is FUN! Launch party’ 

www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty and then invited fellow students and interested 

readers and reviewers to my party to help me with the launch of my book. All my Fun Tips and 

Useful Tips and much more is listed under files at this Facebook group as well as a pdf of ‘My 

Story of Survival’ for reviewers. 

 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty
http://www.microsoft.com/web/seo
http://www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-know/#gref
http://www.microsoft.com/web/seo
http://www.microsoft.com/web/seo
http://www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-know/#gref
http://www.microsoft.com/web/seo
http://www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-know/#gref
http://www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-know/#gref
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If anyone wants to join this party now, it is not too late. You can help me launch my next book! 

You’re welcome!! 

  

LANDING PAGE 

GUMROAD 

My book was listed with www.gumroad.com/l/rgkUT before I signed up with SPS but I had 

withdrawn it from sale because I was making extensive edits to the first edition of the book. 

The nice thing about Gumroad is that you can allow customers to set their own price. 

 

BOOKLAUNCH.IO 

Shortly before or after I joined SPS, I set up a landing page with an easily shareable link at 

booklaunch.io. This link initially got me an average of 23 clicks/week and still today gets me 

on average a minimum of seven clicks a week. This may not seem like much but in the end it 

adds up to 365 clicks and potential customers/year.  

 

This landing page is free. This is my landing page which gives you an example to work from.  

www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival And you can sign up with 

www.booklaunch.io by clicking the link. There are paid options available as well. 

 

 

http://www.gumroad.com/l/rgkUT
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.booklaunch.io/
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FORMULA FOR WRITING LANDING PAGE 

A landing page is a Web page where you tell people about your book. 

 

There is a formula for writing a landing page and if you were to study this formula, it can be 

summed up as follows: 1. Customer has a problem. 2. Oh dear, what can be done about it? 3.  

You have the perfect solution for their problem and 4. Show your customer why your solution 

is the best one available to them 5. With proof and examples of why this is so. 

– There is a problem  

– Oh no, now what? 

– Provide the perfect solution to this problem 

– Show proof of why this is the best solution ever. 

 

Or better still follow one of the masters and use his template to create the perfect book sales/ 

landing page, courtesy Tom Morkes http://tommorkes.com/perfect-book-sales-page/.  

 

 

 

 

http://tommorkes.com/perfect-book-sales-page/
http://www.fiverr.com/creativelog
http://www.fiverr.com/creativelog
http://www.fiverr.com/creativelog
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FEEDBACK 

Right up to days before the launch I am still fine-tuning the manuscript and book cover after I 

receive feedback from fellow SPS students. It is only after I start receiving feedback that I 

realise how essential this is and how much my manuscript and book cover benefit from all this 

feedback before the final edit. 

These are the first few drafts of our cover. Yes, they look pretty bad. 

 

 

 

You can see how it progressed on to the final cover.  

Some people use www.99designs.com for their cover but I haven’t so far.  

 

FIRST COVER                                option A                              Option B                           FINAL COVER 

    

 

 

 

http://www.99designs.com/
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SOCIAL MEDIA 

You can write a book and not have any social media in place, and simply pass on your Amazon 

URL to interested parties. This would both simplify as well as complicate things. 

 

It simplifies things because you won’t have to spend time on social media.  

 

It complicates things because nowadays many people communicate through social media, and 

if you have no social media presence, it is as if you don’t exist. Not having a social media 

presence complicates promoting your book, which mainly happens through social media 

nowadays, and it complicates communicating with people, which also happens through social 

media. 

 

But ultimately the choice is yours, and if, for whatever reason, you don’t want to, you don’t 

need social media to publish a book. 

  

I know that some of you have only just signed up for a Facebook account and you think that 

twitter is the sound of birds in your backyard. I was like this a few years ago and didn’t think I 

would ever sign up for any of this stuff. But I did. And it is useful when you’re launching a 

book. To help you get your bearings, I’ll share with you the social media that I have in place 

and you can see how they were used with the launch of my book. Most of them were set up a 

year or so before I joined SPS. If you already have social media in place, you can skip this part. 

 

And yes, birds tweet and now you can too. 

 

Twitter 

I already had a Twitter account at www.twitter.com/LiveForeverhow2 

 

 

 

http://www.twitter.com/LiveForeverhow2
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Facebook 

And one Facebook account at www.facebook.com/live4everhowto with two pages connected 

to it, www.facebook.com/liveforeverhowtoguide and  

www.facebook.com/mosaichouseco.  

 

I haven’t as yet, but if you like you can set up a Facebook Author page and find directions on 

how to do so here  

www.novelpublicity.com/2011/02/build-a-facebook-author-page-and-get-people-to-like-it-a-

20-step-guide. 

 

Wordpress Blog 

I also have a blog at www.liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com   

 

My blog has been in place for ordering my thoughts and the blog came about because someone 

close to me told me that he was going to live forever and I had never heard of that expression 

before. www.wp.me/p4GQfm-W. 

 

Website 

My website www.mosaichouse.co which at the moment is very slow to load, is still a work in  

 

http://www.facebook.com/live4everhowto
http://www.facebook.com/liveforeverhowtoguide
http://www.facebook.com/mosaichouseco
http://www.novelpublicity.com/2011/02/build-a-facebook-author-page-and-get-people-to-like-it-a-20-step-guide
http://www.novelpublicity.com/2011/02/build-a-facebook-author-page-and-get-people-to-like-it-a-20-step-guide
http://www.liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/
http://www.wp.me/p4GQfm-W
http://www.mosaichouse.co/
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progress. Mosaic House (Mimi’s Original Scripture and Inspirational Card House) came about 

because I set up a website where visitors can send free Scripture Cards to their friends, 

www.freescripturecards.com, in gratitude for surviving various medical emergencies. The 

Mosaic House website was a natural follow up on this free Scripture cards website. I also intend 

to integrate my blog with the Mosaic House website so that all my information is together on 

one site. 

 

I am sharing this with you so that you can see all the social media that I had in place before I 

started writing a book. I haven’t really done anything much with any of my social media and 

part of my sharing here may give me the impetus to get it all up to scratch quickly. 

 

Pinterest 

I also have a Pinterest account at www.pinterest.com/live4evahow2 

 

 

Instagram 

My Instagram account lives at www.instagram.com/liveforeverhowto  

 

 

http://www.freescripturecards.com/
http://www.pinterest.com/live4evahow2
http://www.instagram.com/liveforeverhowto
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Linked-in 

I also have a linked-in profile  https://au.linkedin.com/in/memmanuel1 and just discovered that 

you can get people to link up with you by writing posts and have these posts published on 

linked-in. 

 

 

Thank you to my daughters 

Most of the social media was put in place by my daughters to keep me amused whilst I was 

recuperating. I haven’t really ‘utilised’ any of it much because there were long periods of time 

where I wasn’t able to tolerate looking at a flickering computer screen. Or able to sit up and 

tap a keyboard. 

 

There are other options such as blogspot and tumbler and plenty more. Each and every one of 

these ‘social media sites’ can be utilised when publishing a book and we’ll get into that later. 

 

I’ve utilised my alpha smart www.spectronics.com.au/catalogue/alphasmart at those times 

where I can type and not be near a computer. Handy little things they are. 

 

Eventually, one of my daughters discovered that you can actually set the screen to black with 

white letters, and that was MUCH easier on the eye. Around this time my other daughter came 

back from shopping at Bunnings one day with a little plastic bag filled with orange-coloured 

earplugs. They are awesome for drowning out computer noises. Yes, even a Mac or just a 

computer screen sounds loud to me. 

 

Anyway, back to social media; all of it can be utilised to launch a book and I’ll get into that 

later. 

https://au.linkedin.com/in/memmanuel1
http://www.spectronics.com.au/catalogue/alphasmart
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SIGN UP TO FACEBOOK GROUPS AND APPROACH BLOGGERS 

It is a good idea to sign up to Facebook groups and approach bloggers and podcasters at least 

a month before your launch, because it takes time to be approved by the Facebook groups 

where you can post your free ebook. And it takes time to communicate with bloggers and 

podcasters and influencers to see if they are interested in featuring your story and book.  

 

OPEN AN ACCOUNT AT AMAZON 

I recommend signing up at Amazon with an account quite a few days before the official launch 

because I believe that you need an Amazon account to be able to publish with them. Signing 

up with Amazon well before your launch also gives you time to tweak the description and 

author bio and so on. 

 

THREE AMAZON SIGNUPS 

ONE - Become a customer: Sign up with Amazon here https://goo.gl/nbe8xh to become a 

customer. 

TWO - Upload your book: Sign up with Kindle Desktop Publishing (KDP) here for the US to 

upload and publish your book https://kdp.amazon.com/signin?language=en_US  

THREE - Tweak book description and other things: Sign up with Author Central here  

https://authorcentral.amazon.com/. This is where you can edit your book description and edit 

your bio and so on. 

 

If you want someone to hold your hand whilst you walk through the process of loading up your 

book and so on I highly recommend SPS. 

 

MENTORS 

I am so extremely grateful to my mentors. Do yourself a favour and find mentors. My favourites 

for book publishing are as follows. For ‘My Story of Survival’ I have been following directions 

mainly from Self Publishing School Chandler Bolt. But I have also utilised tips from previous 

and other current mentors such as, 

 

1. Chandler Bolt  

Check out his books at www.amazon.com/Chandler-Bolt/  

https://goo.gl/nbe8xh
https://kdp.amazon.com/signin?language=en_US
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Chandler-Bolt/
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Chandler delivers what he promises and my book was published within 90 days after 

signing up with the School and still now more than two months later listed as a #1 

bestseller in various categories. 

 

2. John Kremer 

John can be found at www.bookmarket.com and has been in the book publishing 

industry like forever and wrote an amazing book called ‘1001 Ways to market your 

books’ you can get it from Amazon or write to him and order direct. 

 

3. Michael Hyatt  

Michael was the CEO of Nelson Publishing (Bibles) for 25 years and in this 

http://michaelhyatt.com/why-real-creativity-requires-significant-work-part-1.html 

article he explained how he was rejected by 29 publishers and eventually ended up on 

the New York bestsellers list and selling 360,000 copies of this book that almost didn’t 

get published. I joined his Platform University www.platformuniversity.com 

 

4. Penny Sansevieri  

When you sign up to Penny Sansevieri’s email list she’ll give out free marketing advice 

for your books and she is offers a wealth of information at www.amarketingexpert.com   

 

5. Tom Morkes 

Tom Morkes can be found at www.tommorkes.com  and he shows you how to generate 

$30,000 in sales in 30 days. No, I haven’t followed his instructions yet but if you’re 

interested you can join The Resistance which is a small but growing bunch of creative 

insurgents disrupting the status quo in business, art, and writing. 

 

6. Tim Grahl  

Nice, cruzy, laidback style, shares freely and you must check out his free resources, 

they are AWESOME! (www.timgrahl.com/resources ) 

 

7. David Chesson  

Keep an eye on this guy. He is a veteran of the US Navy who has become an online 

entrepreneur specializing in Kindle e-book marketing. He gives out the funkiest tools, 

all for free and each and every one of these tools are super helpful. I love this guy! 

http://www.bookmarket.com/
http://michaelhyatt.com/why-real-creativity-requires-significant-work-part-1.html
http://www.platformuniversity.com/
http://www.amarketingexpert.com/
http://www.tommorkes.com/
http://www.timgrahl.com/resources
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(www.kindlepreneur.com ) 

 

I love them all; they are extremely knowledgeable and very generous with sharing their  

expertise. Do yourself a favour and don’t try to reinvent the wheel but find a mentor that you 

resonate with. 

 

MY MAIN HELPER 

I rely heavily on help from my Friends Above and the help of my daughter. Without her, I 

would not be able to do any of this at all.  

 

Wherever I say ‘I,’ read ‘we.’ My kids are my BESTEST! 

 

USEFUL TIP - GET A HELPER 

Get yourself mentors, an accountability buddy and if you can a helper and/or a VA. It'll make 

a world of difference to the enjoyment of the whole process. Decide what process you're 

following and don't get side-tracked. MASSIVE THANK YOU! to my accountability buddies, 

you know who you are! You can find a VA on Fiverr, Freelancer or Upworks. My favourite is 

Jenny. 

http://www.kindlepreneur.com/
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https://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=cd5e524d-51ed-4640-b7e6-f1bc4acac254
https://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
https://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=cd5e524d-51ed-4640-b7e6-f1bc4acac254
https://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=cd5e524d-51ed-4640-b7e6-f1bc4acac254
https://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=cd5e524d-51ed-4640-b7e6-f1bc4acac254
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=cd5e524d-51ed-4640-b7e6-f1bc4acac254
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DAY 30 

BOOK LAUNCH 

MY STORY OF SURVIVAL COUNT-DOWN 

DAY 30 – FIRST GROUP EMAIL 

SEND OUT FIRST GROUP EMAIL 

Sample below 

It is surprising how many people will send a request to review their book and just sign with 

their name. That’s OK if it is your auntie or brother, who by the way, aren’t allowed to review 

your book, according to Amazon guidelines.  But if this is a classmate or anyone outside of 

your immediate circle of family, please include the important SIX with each email if you want 

people to respond to your request. 

 

With each email, whatever the request, to maintain the sanity of your launch team  

members, please include: 

1. name of book  - My Story of Survival 

2. name of author - Mimi Emmanuel 

3. launch date and  - 15 December 2015 

4. Amazon link  - www.amzn.com/B018QDEKXK 

5. PDF file of manuscript- remember to attach 

6. book cover -    

 

 

Don’t worry if you don’t have the Amazon link yet, or the PDF file, just include as much as 

you can of the SIX, every single time you send out an email or a request of help with your 

launch. This will save your team members a lot of stress. 

 

Ask you team members to add your email address to their address book because if you don’t 

and send out a mailChimp email, your email could end up in their spam folder. 

  

http://www.amzn.com/B018QDEKXK
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USE THE PROPER URL 

Make sure that you sent the proper Amazon link because if you don’t you could get in trouble 

with Amazon. Read these excellent articles for more info on what is the proper link to send and 

why http://kindlepreneur.com/amazon-search-url-isbn-ref/  

 and http://www.ruhamama.com/you-dont-know-what-youve-got-till-its-gone-how-not-to-

lose-your-amazon-account/  

 

FIRST GROUP EMAIL 

Today I sent out the first group email and requested, 

 

All TEAM members please share a link to my landing page wherever and whenever they think 

this is appropriate. If not appropriate, that's all good. My book is not everyone's cup o' tea. 

Links and text and images provided as below and under photos and files in the launch team 

portal to be used on social media. 

 

Mimi lived on ten ingredients only for a period of five years; for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 

every single day. This is a true story. 

www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival 

 

Or your own words or 

 

Click here to download your advance reader copy and receive the ultimate low reactive diet 

for anyone suffering from dietary or gut problems. 

www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival 

 

Or 

 

A story of faith and health, inspiration and hope. Don’t give up! There are answers if you 

look for them in the right places. www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival 

 

*** 

Make sure that you include some short messages that can be shared on twitter where the max 

http://kindlepreneur.com/amazon-search-url-isbn-ref/
http://www.ruhamama.com/you-dont-know-what-youve-got-till-its-gone-how-not-to-lose-your-amazon-account/
http://www.ruhamama.com/you-dont-know-what-youve-got-till-its-gone-how-not-to-lose-your-amazon-account/
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
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letters are 140. Don’t expect your team members to come up with their own. Give them images 

to share with clickable links.  

 

We made this image below at Canva and I pinned it to the top of my Twitter page. Yes, you 

can pin stuff to the top of your twitter page, how cool is that? You can do the same with your 

Facebook page and with your word press blog page.  

 

If you’re now thinking … ‘but how do I do this?’ Google it! That’s right, Google ‘How do I 

pin a post to the top of my thread in WP/twitter/FB?’ And you’ll get a zillion answers and 

directions on how to do this. Meanwhile I won’t spend time explaining this but instead can 

share others things I did for my book launch.   

 

This image was supposed to go to my launch team members also to share wherever they would 

think this appropriate, but this never quite happened. 

 

That first email looks really messy and I resolve to do better with the next one and utilise 

MailChimp, which is an email subscriber/newsletter service; www.mailchimp.com/features. I 

think that you can automate things with MailChimp also but haven’t explored any of this yet. 

I plan to send a weekly email to my launch team members. 

 

 

 

http://www.mailchimp.com/features
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USEFUL TIP - AUTOMATE 

Sign up for free with MailChimp and automate clear and short emails, including the name of 

the book, cover image, name of the author, and launch date, as well as an Amazon link and 

PDF or ARC (Advance Reader Copy) so that people have time to read the book before the 

official launch. That makes it easier to leave a review when you request. Keep your email short 

and sweet! 

Here’s another way to find reviewers for your book courtesy of David Chesson at 

www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-get-book-reviews-with-no-blog-no-list-and-no-begging 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-get-book-reviews-with-no-blog-no-list-and-no-begging
http://www.turnjs.com
http://www.turnjs.com
http://www.turnjs.com
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DAY 29 
DAY 29 – TWITTER AND FACEBOOK LINKS 

HOW TO ADD LINKS FOR TWITTER AND FACEBOOK 

You know how I mentioned earlier that we can utilise social media to get our story out into the 

world? My daughter just showed me how to create a shareable image on Facebook to include 

in your email.  

Most of you may know how to do this, but it was new to me and therefore I will share it here 

in case this may help someone else also. So here goes.  

 

HOW TO ADD A LINK TO FACEBOOK IN YOUR EMAIL. 

1. Post a graphic to your Facebook page. 

2. Make a relevant comment to accompany the graphic. 

3. Click on the graphic and copy the URL that comes up in your browser. 

4. Create an email saying 'please share on Facebook.' 

5. Highlight the word Facebook in the email and click on the link symbol or Ctrl K (Gmail) 

6. Paste the copied URL into the box and test to see if this works. 

7. Click OK and you're done. 

8. Your TEAM can now effortlessly share your messages on Facebook. 

 

HOW TO ADD A LINK TO TWITTER IN YOUR EMAIL. 

1. Post a graphic to your Twitter page. 

2. Make a relevant comment to post alongside your Twitter post. 

3. Click on the three little dots on the right-hand side underneath your image. 

4. Click on 'copy link to tweet' and copy the link. 

5. Create an email saying 'please share on Twitter.' 

6. Highlight the word 'Twitter' in the email and click on the link symbol or Ctrl K (Gmail) 

7. Paste the copied URL into the box and test to see if this works. 

8. Click OK and you're done. 

9. Your TEAM can now effortlessly share your messages on Facebook. 
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USEFUL TIP - HASHTAG 

Remember to hashtag  

Hashtag your post so that people can easily find you. To give you examples of appropriate 

hashtags I show you the hashtags I used for my book:  

 

 #health #allergies #freebook #greatreads #free #bookbuzzr #faith #launchparty 

 

All you need to do now is come up with suitable hashtags for your niche. 

 

You can also hashtag the name of your book for instance #mystoryofsurvival. By typing this 

in the Facebook browser, all my posts should come up quickly in my Facebook feed so that I 

can check regularly to see if anyone responded and follow up easily. 

 

 

  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
http://www.commun.it
http://www.commun.it
http://www.commun.it
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DAY 28 
DAY 28 – EXTENSIVE EDIT 

OFFER OF EXTENSIVE EDIT 

A scary and crazy thing happened. One of my launch TEAM members gave me some heavy-

duty feedback on my book.  

 

'It looks like you have added bits and pieces in here and there.'  

True, the book was written over a period of two years and that is exactly what happened. 

 

'You repeat yourself a lot.'  

Yep, this also happened because the book was written over a period of time. 

 

'Don't talk it down, as in ‘don't follow me.’ If it worked for you, it may work for someone else 

also.'  

Mmmm, food for thought. I simply thought just because it worked for me does not mean that 

it may work for someone else. 

 

And on he went with perfectly reasonable arguments and suggestions as to how I can improve.  

 

But, but, but, I am right on time, finished with all the edits. My helpful TEAM member agrees 

that it is well edited in terms of typos and grammar, but lacking in structural editing.  

 

Mmmppphhh ... now what? Take his suggestions on board and get a 'tighter' book? Or roll with 

it and know that I potentially could do better? 

 

I like ‘better’ but I am not sure if I am capable of this with the deadline for publishing now 

looming ... 

 

Then my TEAM member buddy makes this incredible offer: 'I can make suggestions, go 

through your document paragraph by paragraph and let you know where you can improve. 

Take it or leave it.' 
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He made me cry. He does not want anything for this service. He says Chandler says to give 

first, as does Jesus. 

 

I am still teary because of this extreme generosity from a stranger ... TEAM member... buddy, 

just because he sees a need and can fill it. 

 

One MASSIVE hug from me to you. 

 

USEFUL TIP – DONE IS BETTER THAN PERFECT 

'Done is better than perfect,' is one of Chandler’s favourite quotes, and I wholeheartedly agree, 

but that does not mean that I cannot make little tweaks here and there as they are pointed out 

to me. Such as, for instance, eliminate some of the words that I overuse. Some writers use the 

word ‘believe’ a lot and other use the word ‘that’ a lot, or the word ‘think.’ After the feedback 

I received I went through the manuscript and edited some of the superfluous out. 

It's good practice to go through your document and weed out some of the words you tend to 

overuse by using the find function in word. 
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DAY 27 
DAY 27 – GO AHEAD AS PLANNED 

DECIDE TO GO AHEAD AS PLANNED 

Take the offer or not? Delay or not? After some discussion and deliberation, I have decided to 

take my kind stranger up on his offer as well as his suggestion to delay the editing .. 

 So as not get stressed out and continue the launch as planned, editing will be delayed until a 

4th edition is ready to be released, possibly two or three months down the road. This way I still 

launch on time, my book gets off the ground, and then at any time I can update it with the new 

edition. Tada... win-win. Thank you all for your feedback, and I still feel quite overwhelmed 

by such a kind and generous offer.  

 

Meanwhile, today I discovered that the first countdown email, which I sent to all members, 

was actually sent to myself and not anyone else. Spent most of the day correcting this and 

organising who is on my TEAM, collecting emails and contacts and so on, and put them into a 

coherent list. Google sheets is perfect for organising a list like that. 

 

USEFUL TIP – CHECK AND CHECK AGAIN 

Check and check again if an important email actually sent. I cannot count the times that an 

email did not send and I was completely oblivious to this. Make sure to check that important 

emails actually go as you press that button! It is a good idea to send a copy to yourself also, 

this way you get to see what it looks like and if this copy does not arrive go chase it up and 

find out what happened. 
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DAY 26 
DAY 26 – TAKING STOCK  

There’s nearly a week gone now, and most of today is spent by taking stock as to where I am 

and where I need to go. There are regular storms in my area, and this mucks up my flow by 

needing to unplug the computer and having power outages. I don't work very well with 

interruptions. In fact, if I get enough interruptions I cannot do anything at all. That's why I have 

earplugs in most the time. And when there are lawn mowers in the area I add ‘building site 

approved industrial strength ear mufflers’...  yes... I have a thing with noise. 

 

1. Checked if book is done? One more read-through  

    - need to create/add in the bonuses... this hasn’t happened as yet. 

    - need to rework some parts of the book after I received the feedback. 

 

2. Look back through the SPS course to see that I did not miss any steps  

    - took me a couple of hours to make sure that I ticked all the boxes. 

 

3. Look forward to seeing what still needs to be done. 

- Decide to add in an affiliate link because SPS truly is the most supportive group I've come 

across.  

This is one of my links and if you haven’t signed up yet, that’s fine. Meanwhile you can use 

my link to pass on to others. You’re welcome! https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN 

 

4. Decide what steps to take next. 

- Need to create a calendar, a nice big one to hang on the wall to make sure that I do not miss 

any steps. I’m learning how to use Google calendar which works really well across platforms 

so that from laptop/pc/mac or phone I know what’s going on. 

  

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN
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USEFUL TIP – FACTOR IN EXTRA TIME 

Factor in extra time for hiccups, goblins, health, and so on. 

Also, I did not do this, but, I wish that I had made a calendar with to-do's on it. The SPS course 

I'm following provides a step-by-step calendar, but I am a very visual person and wish that I 

had created a large wall map of steps to take. As in: this week, write book, get beta readers, 

next step editor, next step cover, next step upload to Amazon, and so on, in big bold letters. I 

would find that very comforting. As such I have created the TO-DO OVERVIEW. All you 

need to do is add in your dates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.iherb.com
https://www.iherb.com
https://www.iherb.com
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DAY 25 
DAY 25 – GOBLINS 

GOBLINS IN MY COMPUTER 

Computer is flickering in the morning. Most of the day is spent, on and off, talking to my 

service provider, sorting this problem, as well as updating virus protection and connecting up 

a mic to the computer so that I can Skype from my computer and don't need to use my phone 

for this. 

The flickering was caused because I have lots of different USB sticks, around ten of them, 

plugged in, and it appeared that one of them is faulty. Pfew... 

 

USEFUL TIP – IT SUPPORT 

The best decision we ever made is to sign up with Telstra Platinum.  

www.telstra.com.au/connectedhome/enhancements/platinum 

For $15/month we receive 24-hour-a-day service where someone answers our call about any 

kind of computer or Internet hiccup. See if you can find an equivalent in your area. It has helped 

us out quite a bit and we highly recommend it. Whatever you decide to do, it is a good idea to 

make sure that you have reliable IT support. This way, interruptions become minor hiccups 

instead of major disasters. 

 

http://www.telstra.com.au/connectedhome/enhancements/platinum
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DAY 24 
DAY 24 – REST 

REST DAY 

A good friend is taken to hospital by ambulance and my daughter is running around helping 

and supporting him instead of me. Time spent on the phone with him and his family.  

He’s fine now, thank you. 

 

USEFUL TIP – REST REGULARLY 

Rest one full day each week. Good for your soul, your heart, and your health. And your family 

will love you for it!  
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DAY 23 
DAY 23 – UPLOADING MANUSCRIPT 

UPLOADING MANUSCRIPT TO AMAZON 

Formatting your manuscript for Amazon is as simple as finding the ‘Styles, Headings and 

Index’ in your Word program and insert these. Amazon nowadays allows you to upload a word 

document and will turn this into a Mobi file so that you can view on the various platforms what 

your book will look like and twig where necessary.   

 

Uploading your book to Amazon is a rather straightforward process, just going through the 

steps and following the directions. But it is time-consuming because we realise that the cover 

needs updating and a book description needs to be created. 

 

I deliberately uploaded the manuscript a couple of weeks before the launch as a draft because 

nowadays I freeze when there is any kind of pressure. With ample time to tweak and adjust the 

blurb and so on all the pressure is taken off and I can enjoy putting it altogether.  

 

Book your BB promo today! They need a minimum of three weeks notice! 

 

USEFUL TIP – UPLOAD WORD DOC 

You really don't need a formatter if you just have plain writing (and no graphics) in your book. 

Whilst in the past we needed to convert the document before uploading it, Amazon has 

simplified the process and we just uploaded our word document. And this worked. Below are 

some handy links if you have trouble with the formatting of your document. 

 

AMAZON 

HELP - https://authorcentral.amazon.com  

FORMATTING - https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2GF0UFHIYG9VQ.  

SIMPLIFIED - https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6.  

FILE FORMATTING TIPS - https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A14LJ3QNDNO64G.  

 

https://authorcentral.amazon.com/
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2GF0UFHIYG9VQ
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A14LJ3QNDNO64G
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The easiest and quickest way is to upload your Word Doc to Amazon. This will allow you to 

preview your book on many different platforms and make adjustments when necessary. 

Kindle likes plain writing: if you can avoid it, stay away from graphics and tables. If you 

need a formatter, however, I don’t think it comes any better than  

ANGELIQUE -  www.facebook.com/amroczka,  she is brilliant with complex formatting and  

JENNY - www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-

mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=cd5e524d-51ed-4640-b7e6-f1bc4acac254  
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DAY 22 
DAY 22 - CATEGORIES 

DECIDING ON CATEGORIES 

As part of the uploading of the book we're researching keywords and which ones to 

pick (https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2EZES9JAJ6H02), and the appropriate 

categories to list under.  

 

As per the directions, we find categories that apply to my book but that are not overcrowded. 

This way it is easier to be noticed. We choose one smallish applicable category, and one a little 

larger to get more eyes on the book. 

 

I am getting really excited about this because it is getting closer now, but I am also nervous 

about doing the right thing. This is where SPS FB Group is invaluable to me because I can run 

any concern I have past them and get really quick answers and feedback. In this international 

community there is always someone awake and happy to chat. Amazon's KDP help desk is 

quick and helpful too. 

 

We've decided that the most appropriate categories we can find for now are  

1. Kindle eBooks / Health, Fitness & Dieting / Nutrition / food allergies  

and  

2. Kindle eBooks / Medical eBooks / Diseases / Digestive organs 

 

Later on we can have a look and see if we can find more appropriate categories but this will do 

for now to get the book published. It is also good to know that you may list as #1 Amazon 

Bestseller but won’t get a bestselling banner unless your category contains a minimum of 100 

books. Or so it seems.  

 

USEFUL TIP – AMAZON HELP DESK 

As part of the SPS course we have access to www.kindletrend.com which makes it very easy 

to find the right categories. Check out your Kindle Trend!! There's also help from Amazon 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fkdp.amazon.com%2Fhelp%3FtopicId%3DA2EZES9JAJ6H02&h=EAQHJwmZv&s=1
http://www.kindletrend.com/
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/contact-us/general-questions.html?skip=true and plain 

common sense tells you where your book belongs whilst not trying to compete with the big 

guys.  

 

Don’t worry if your categories don’t show up once you’ve published your book. Trust me, 

Amazon is working FOR and not AGAINST you. They are trying to sell books; that is their 

business. I found their help desk to be excellent and very quick. You can request to be listed in 

up to three categories and they are only a phone call away. If you cannot figure out what 

category your book belongs in, check out the other books in your niche and see what categories 

they are listing under.  

 

You’ll find the Amazon categories listed on your product page on the left hand side half way 

down the page. 

 

I managed to list in seven categories because I followed the directions given by SPS and in 

addition Amazon also listed my book under various categories I never even asked for. 

 

For more help on categories and keywords you can ask J.H. Mayfield for his Amazon Keyword 

& Category Research Handbook http://www.jameshmayfield.com/keyword-research-and-

optimization/.  

 

Here you can read up on how my book travelled after launch 

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-

bestselling-author-in-2016/  

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/contact-us/general-questions.html?skip=true
http://www.jameshmayfield.com/keyword-research-and-optimization/
http://www.jameshmayfield.com/keyword-research-and-optimization/
https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-bestselling-author-in-2016/
https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-bestselling-author-in-2016/
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DAY 21 
DAY 21 – KEYWORDS 

KEYWORDS 

We browse Amazon for similar books to see what the popular and trending keywords are. After 

we decided on our keywords we found this handy little tool  

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41 from Amazon, which tells you 

what keywords are required for certain categories. This means that we have to adjust the 

keywords and settle on the following seven: 

 

Allergy-free cooking, healthy eating, survival story, diet, gut health, food-chemical-sensitivity, 

prayer  

 

USEFUL TIP - USE KEYWORD TOOLS 

Use Amazon’s tool https://kdp.amazon.com/help?query=keywords and pick trending 

keywords for your kind of book. Also look under FUN TIPS for handy keyword tools and 

check out this article once more courtesy of Dave Chesson www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-

choose-kindle-keywords.  

 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?query=keywords
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-choose-kindle-keywords
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-choose-kindle-keywords
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DAY 20 
DAY 20 AMAZON DESCRIPTION 

AMAZON BLURB 

WHY 

I cannot get happy on the blurb I need to create for Amazon and decide to read through The 

Wealthy Health Copy Writer by Nick Daniel http://amzn.com/B012GB5S8Y . I know that I 

am supposed to be presenting a problem to my readers as in, “I was ill” then tell my readers 

how ill, like, “very,” and then give them a solution, “better now... tada!” “I got better because 

of this and this and you can do the same.” 

 

I think that I am too close to it all and cannot get the proper perspective, because all I can think 

is, “It sucked, and I hope that you never get this sick. Well there it is, take it or leave it. 

Whatever you do, just don’t get this ill!” 

I need to keep reminding myself of my 'WHY.' 

 

My 'WHY' is that I am writing this book because I know that there are many people out there 

who may benefit from my story, and some may even regain their health once they manage to 

settle their gut. It worked for me, and therefore it may work for someone else too, with or 

without adjustments. 

 

I’m showing you what my blurb was and then what it became to give you a bit of an idea how 

easy it is to get carried away and how much more succinct it looked after a bit of tweaking. 

 

Keeping in mind that all a customer wants to know is what’s in it for them, I addressed the 

following points 

• what is it all about  

• what happened, a little bit of history  

• characteristics of diet  

• who can it help  

• what kind of suffering can my diet alleviate?  

http://amzn.com/B012GB5S8Y
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• solutions offered  

• special features  

• affordable, yummy, simple and quick 

• similar to … but better than … 

 

Initially my book description on Amazon read like this. 

Ten ingredients only for breakfast, lunch and dinner 

Mimi lived on ten ingredients only for a period of five years; for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 

every single day. This is a true story.  

Medical emergency 

Mimi's diet developed after she ruptured her appendix, which resulted in septicaemia whilst 

she had an intolerance to antibiotics. The surgeons refused to operate on her, deeming 'the risk 

of adverse effect’ too great, and sent her home to 'get better' and then come back later, to have 

her appendix taken out. This never happened. 

 

Creation of the ultimate low-reactive diet 

Instead, Mimi, with the help of her children developed the ultimate low-reactive diet, and as a 

result of this diet, has seen her health improve steadily.  

 

Mimi's diet contains no gluten, meat, sugar, fructose, grains, flours, nuts, seeds, eggs, beans, 

soy, and no legumes. Initially, her diet contained no dairy either, and the dairy mentioned can 

easily be substituted with lactose-free kefir or coconut yoghurt. 

 

A ten-word diet 

The whole of Mimi's diet can be summed up in ten words. Hers is a true survival story sprinkled 

with oodles of faith, and a must-read for anyone who suffers from gut problems, irritable bowel, 

allergies, food intolerances, sensitive gut, or chemical sensitivities. This includes people who 

have been diagnosed with autoimmune conditions such as Lyme, Lupus, chronic fatigue, and 

fibromyalgia. 
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Calm and peace of mind 

Are you envious of people who can eat and drink what they want without experiencing negative 

effects? Has every meal become a struggle because there are so many food items that you 

cannot tolerate? Are you sick of the bloating, the heartburn, and the indigestion? 

With Mimi's diet you can restore calm to your gut and peace of mind to your household.  

 

Nutritious and affordable 

Has every shopping trip turned into a nightmare because you cannot find the items you can 

tolerate, or when you find them, they are unaffordable?  

By adopting Mimi's diet, your grocery shopping can be the same, every single week. With this 

diet you know that your nutritional requirements are taken care of and the grocery items from 

the OSFA diet will fit within your budget. 

 

Eat like a gourmet 

Has it become impossible to find food you like, can tolerate and is tasty at the same time? 

Mimi's ten-ingredient diet not only sustained her for a period of five years, but her health 

improved significantly because of it.  It contains the right balance of minerals, sugars and fats, 

and with the addition of organic herbs and spices, you'll be eating delicious gourmet meals in 

no time.  

 

A godsend 

Mimi's diet may be a godsend for people who struggle with gut problems of various kinds. She 

does not think that her diet is a cure for all, but knows from experience that once the gut settles 

and gets happy, the rest of the body follows. 

 

Easily adjustable 

The diet is called a One Size Fits All because it is easily adjustable to suit anyone's needs, such 

as vegans, vegetarians, and kosher, as well as meat eaters. Not only that, but the meals are 

simple and quick to prepare even by the most unexperienced cook. 
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FODMAP 

If you are familiar with the FODMAP diet, which was developed by Sue Shepherd, PhD, and 

Peter Gibson, MD, you know that they developed a revolutionary plan for managing IBS and 

other digestive disorders. Their diet was called a 'must-have survival guide' by an associate 

professor of medicine and is a wonderful diet to follow if one suffers from digestive problems. 

 

Mimi was not aware of this guide when she experienced gut problems, nor would she have 

been able to eat many of the items as mentioned on the FODMAP diet. 

Mimi's life-saving, healthy, and extremely easy-to-prepare diet was developed through trial 

and error and is suitable for people who experience gut issues and need a breather for a little 

while, so that everything can settle down. 

---- 

THE ABOVE DESCRIPTION IS TOO LONG!!! 

 

I tried to fit in all the aspects of good copywriting such as, ‘who am I, what do I do, what is it 

specifically, what’s in it for you, what’s in it for you and what’s in it for you? How will this 

make you, my customer happy?’ But in the process, this blurb became way too long! 

 

I asked my TEAM members what they thought about my blurb and received good advice, 

which got me back on track. I even managed to reference one of my main, and very successful 

competitors, because this is relevant to my story.  After some tweaking, the blurb now reads as 

follows: 

 

Ten ingredients only for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 

Mimi lived on ten ingredients in total for a period of five years: for breakfast, lunch, 

and dinner, every single day. 

 

Her diet contains no gluten, eggs, sugar, fructose, grains, flours, nuts, seeds, meat, 

beans, soy, and no legumes. Initially, her diet contained no dairy either. 

 

Mimi's diet may benefit anyone who suffers from gut problems, allergies, food 

intolerances, sensitive gut or chemical sensitivities. This includes people who have 
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been diagnosed with autoimmune conditions, Lyme, Lupus, chronic fatigue, 

irritable bowel and fibromyalgia. 

 

The author's One Size Fits All diet has a lot in common with the FODMAP diet plan, 

which was developed by Sue Shepherd, PhD, and Peter Gibson, MD, and is considered 

a revolutionary plan for managing IBS and other digestive disorders. But even this 

so-called 'must-have-survival-guide' would not have worked for Mimi after she 

ruptured her appendix and developed septicaemia whilst suffering from antibiotic 

intolerance. 

 

The surprising ten ingredients in Mimi's diet can quickly set people back on a path to 

achieve optimum health. Her healthy diet is an easy, short read and a great beginner’s 

guide to healthy living.  

 

By repairing her gut, Mimi's health improved exponentially, and many of the symptoms 

either disappeared or were greatly reduced.  

 

The author reckons that the secret ingredient of 'oodles of faith' worked miracles.  

Read Mimi's fascinating true story to find out what happened. 

 

Don’t expect to come up with the right book description in a day or so. This may take up to a 

week or longer. 

 

USEFUL TIP – WHEN STUCK ASK FOR HELP 

If you get stuck, ask others to help you with this. Sometimes we're just too close to it and cannot 

get perspective. This is where a launch team and SPS school come in handy. You can run stuff 

past them. There’s also, in the Amazon portal, a list of HTML code, which you can utilise to 

make your description look a little more interesting. Look under Supported HTML for Book 

Description. Recently I found this wonderful tool courtesy of David Chesson which makes 

creating your Amazon description a breeze http://kindlepreneur.com/amazon-book-

description-generator/ also check out 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A377RPHW6ZG4D8  

 

http://kindlepreneur.com/amazon-book-description-generator/
http://kindlepreneur.com/amazon-book-description-generator/
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A377RPHW6ZG4D8
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http://www.coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
http://www.coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
http://www.coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
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DAY 19 
DAY 19 – LANDING PAGE 

FROM BOOK LAUNCH TO PROFIT BUILDER? 

I purchased the Profit Builder landing page set-up, www.wpprofitbuilder.com/ but cannot make 

it work, and my daughter (IT person) is not around, so this is frustrating. At the moment I 

have www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival set up, which works quite 

well. Last week I had 26 views for this page, and some downloads too. But I think that the 

Profit Builder may be more versatile, so I would like to set this up also. I doubt that I'll be able 

to set this up on my own, so I'll have to wait till she's available to help me with this. 

 

At some stage you'll want these things set up: 

1. A Facebook page so that you can participate in the Facebook groups and set up a launch 

team. An author page is probably a good idea but I haven’t as yet. For $9/month you 

can set up a Facebook shop if you have goods and or services (back-end) connected to 

your book. www.shopify.com.au/facebook/pricing  

2. Twitter can be useful too for marketing purposes because you can then utilise Snapchat 

www.snapchat.com/ads and all sorts of free marketing tools such as retweeting services 

www.xaviesteve.com/4319/retweeting-services-comparison-2013 and   

www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/03/the-ultimate-guide-for-everything-twitter 

3. A landing page with a little blurb which tells people what your book is about. 

4. This landing page could have a button so that people can sign up to your launch team. 

5. An option for readers to download a review copy of your book which is called advance 

reader copy (ACR) in lingo, and/or 

6. A sign-up form where reader can request a free kindle when this becomes available, in 

return you will receive their email address.  

7. A page which gets people to your Amazon page. 

 

If you check out my www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival, there are 

options available where people can sign up to be notified when the FREE Kindle becomes 

available or they can purchase a copy from Amazon. In addition there are 4 social media share 

buttons for Facebook, Google plus, Twitter and Pinterest shares and 9 buttons available where 

http://www.wpprofitbuilder.com/
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.shopify.com.au/facebook/pricing
http://www.snapchat.com/ads
http://www.xaviesteve.com/4319/retweeting-services-comparison-2013
http://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/03/the-ultimate-guide-for-everything-twitter
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
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I can list all my social media at the bottom of the page. Such as my Facebook page, website, 

Twitter, Google plus, Linkedin, Instagram, Pinterest, Wordpress and Youtube. 

 

USEFUL TIP - UTILISE FREE SERVICES WHEN POSSIBLE 

Unless you have deep pockets, go with a free landing page for your first book. Even your own 

website should do. I like booklaunch.io because one page is free and took me around 15 minutes 

to set up. You can also set up with Instapage and Leadpages but both will charge a monthly 

fee. I just signed up with booklaunchio for $5/month for the publication of this book. $5/month 

allows me three different book pages. 

 

If you check out my www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival, you can see 

the various options available.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.thunderclap.it/
http://bit.ly/1J60t9L
http://www.thunderclap.it/
http://www.thunderclap.it/
http://bit.ly/1J60t9L
http://www.thunderclap.it/
http://bit.ly/1J60t9L
http://bit.ly/1J60t9L
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DAY 18 
DAY 18 – SUPPORT TEAM 

SUPPORT TEAM 

We create a list of contacts for my support team, utilising google docs and are working on the 

second email to be sent out for the count-down. My support team consists of people who are 

willing to help launch my book by posting on their social media about my book, letting their 

friends and family know about it if this were to be appropriate, and leave an honest review. 

 

My best source of reviewers and sharers on social media are my class mates and the people 

who find the book on Amazon and enjoy the read.  

 

USEFUL TIP - KEEP IT SHORT AND SWEET 

Keep your emails short and sweet. Utilise an Email service such as mailChimp. Make sure you 

include the SIX when you email your launch team members; Name of Author, name of book, 

Amazon URL, book cover, ARC (pdf of manuscript) and the launch date or approximate date 

if you know it. Ask as much as possible for people on your launch team to give you their email 

address because I found that not everyone responds to pm on Facebook. 
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http://www.canva.com
http://www.canva.com
http://www.canva.com
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DAY 17 
DAY 17 - REST 

USEFUL TIP - REST 

Rest one full day each week. Good for your soul, your heart and your health. And your family 

will love you for it!  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://tally.tl
http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://tally.tl
http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://tally.tl
http://tally.tl
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DAY 16 
DAY 16 – DATES FOR LAUNCH 

Today I am organising promos for the launch and I am setting the times at Amazon KDP Select, 

which I enrolled in earlier so that my prices will change at the right times. I need to manually 

go in at the end of the free promo to the KDP portal and set the 99-cent price. I am putting the 

schedule in place and organise the dates today. 

 

Names for the promos are in the SPS portal for students. For non-students there is an excellent 

list with suggested websites for promos available from 

www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites and 

www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books  

 

There will be a link included from where you can download my promo sheet. 

 

JM booked for 15 December at $12. 

BK booked for 16 December at $25 (little bit of everything). 

Plan to post to all the Facebook groups I’ve signed up to on the 15th, 16th, and 17th. 

BB booked for 18 December at $32 for non-fiction (book one month in advance!) 

http://www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books
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DATES FOR STEALTH LAUNCH AND PROMOS 

29 November - Publish book at US $0.99 

7 December - Change price to US $4.99 

14 December - Change price to FREE for three promo days 

15, 16, 17 Dec - FREE cut at midday on 17th to US $0.99 

18 December - US $0.99 

At some stage still to be decided, change to $3.89 

 

Make sure that there is a full day between your free promo and BB promo, because BB may 

cancel your promo if it is still FREE, and it can take Amazon up to 24 hours to switch from 

FREE to 99 cents. 

 

USEFUL TIP – STUDY PRICING 

Why settle on US $3.89, at least for the time being? 

 

 

  

http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://goo.gl/JTldhe
https://goo.gl/
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://goo.gl/JTldhe
https://goo.gl/
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://goo.gl/JTldhe
http://goo.gl/JTldhe
https://goo.gl/
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://goo.gl/JTldhe
https://goo.gl/
https://goo.gl/
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Because this is what some of the greats on Amazon have their books listed at. Look at what the 

top-sellers price their books at. My book is actually still at 99 cents, in January because for 

US$8.99 I booked a month-long Twitter promo with Divyesh Pratap Singh from ‘Beingauthor’ 

admin@beingauthor.com, to have my book tweeted daily to 165000 twitter followers at 99 

cents and therefore I cannot change the price yet. I am not sure at this stage how this promotion 

is working out. 

 

Recently a fellow author, some-one with a quick and sharp mind  

www.amzn.com/B018RI1HSU  pointed out to me that KDP helps with the pricing of your 

book. They give suggestions as to what other books in your category are priced at. You can do 

this as follows; Go to KDP bookshelf. Click on ‘Promote and advertise’ button > Under the 

title of your book select the middle option ‘Rights & Pricing > Scroll to ‘9. Set Your Pricing 

and Royalty’ and > Click on ‘View Service’ button. 

 

You now have a tailor-made price recommendation just for your book. Thank you Joanna Jast 

for this tip! 

 

Another fun tip that Joanna passed on to me is from Tim Grahl and it shows you what parts of 

your book are found to be the most popular. http://timgrahl.com/how-to-find-the-most-

popular-parts-of-your-book/  

mailto:admin@beingauthor.com
http://www.amzn.com/B018RI1HSU
http://amzn.com/B018RI1HSU
http://timgrahl.com/how-to-find-the-most-popular-parts-of-your-book/
http://timgrahl.com/how-to-find-the-most-popular-parts-of-your-book/
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DAY 15 
DAY 15 – COLLECT ALL CONTACTS  

Gather up all the emails of people to let them know of my book launch date. Create email/letter 

to send to people of my blog, customers, MailChimp and Gumroad emails as well as 

influencers. 

I have a few hundred private email addresses and decide against using them. These people 

never signed up to hear my story, so I won’t include them.   

People who signed up to my blog’s newsletter want to know what I’m up to so they will be 

included. My Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, Instagram, Blogspot and Twitter friends and 

followers like to know what I’m up to so they will all be included and I plan to send them 

messages via social media and/or emails. 

 

Readers on the internet have been offered to download a free Advanced Reader Copy (ARC) 

of my book prior to the launch so that they can leave a review on launch day. I utilised my 

book launch page for this, my twitter account, my facebook pages, my website, Google+ and 

Pinterest account. I collected around 250 emails this way but never managed to test and see if 

this works because I was not able to send out requests for reviews during the launch. More 

about this later. 

 

USEFUL TIP – GOOGLE DOCS 

My daughter created a spread sheet for me in Google Docs, which I can access from my desktop 

as well as my laptop and has all the names of my TEAM members and their details on it. This 

is really handy so that I can: A) access it from all my systems and B) it is very easy to paste 

multiple email addresses into the ‘”to” field of my email client. My daughter told me about 

Google Docs years ago, and I never bothered using it. But now I am very happy to utilise this 

handy tool.  

 

Another awesome feature of Google docs is that two people can near enough work 

simultaneously on the same document.  

The only thing I didn’t like about Google docs is that I wasn’t aware that it can be formatted. 

But a kind friend sent me this link and, yes you can format Google docs 
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http://coolcatteacher.blogspot.co.uk/2013/08/beginners-simple-guide-to-using.html. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0IOACXao9o&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0IOACXao9o&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0IOACXao9o&feature=youtu.be
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DAY 14 
DAY 14 – CONTACT INFLUENCERS 

I wrote four letters to health and religious networks to see if they are interested in my story.  

The two religious ones I had been following for quite some time and neither one of them 

responded to my email. One of the Health networks said NO, the other never got back to me. 

After some time I received permission to post on the Facebook thread of two groups that 

specifically deal with Chronic Fatigue and Fibromyalgia. I haven’t as yet followed up with the 

people who did not respond. They may just have been busy. 

 

I received very nice and positive responses from health professionals and one even asked if I 

could make some space in my book for him; stay tuned for that .. 

 

In addition I received a number of offers from SPS students who were happy to promote my 

book, especially on their social media with quite a large following. THANK YOU!! to my 

fellow students who made this special effort on my behalf. 

 

USEFUL TIP - INFLUENCERS 

I haven’t had good success so far with writing to influencers. I’m not even a bleep on their 

radar screen - yet. Admittedly I did not persevere. I have a good relationship with all of those 

that I wrote to and they possibly never even saw the email. 

 

Don't get discouraged if you write to networks and influencers and don't get the right response. 

Fine-tune your writing and ask those who received a positive response about their formula.  

 

Above all, be real. If you have no interest in what these ‘influencers’ do and only contact them 

for the purpose of promoting your gig, please think again. Influencers are people too, with busy 

lives and families, just like us. Provide value wherever you go and you cannot go wrong. 

 

Uberflip gives good advice on how to contact top influencers. 

http://hub.uberflip.com/h/i/80266917-5-strategies-to-get-top-influencers-to-share-your-

content  

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fhub.uberflip.com%2Fh%2Fi%2F80266917-5-strategies-to-get-top-influencers-to-share-your-content&h=HAQHSckON&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fhub.uberflip.com%2Fh%2Fi%2F80266917-5-strategies-to-get-top-influencers-to-share-your-content&h=HAQHSckON&s=1
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I’ve decided that I rather make friends, just as we do in real life, than set out to ‘contact 

influencers.’ I’ve used the term ‘influencers’ for lack of better terminology. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.graffiticreator.net
http://www.graffiticreator.net
http://www.graffiticreator.net
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DAY 13 
DAY 13 - PUBLISHED 

My Story of Survival is published on Amazon! How exciting! You can find it here 

www.amzn.com/B018QDEKXK.  

It is in stealth mode, and this means that I can still change bits and pieces before the official 

launch, which is on the 15th of December when I'll have three FREE KINDLE days. 

 

Just because my book is now uploaded (published) on Amazon does not mean that anyone will 

necessarily find it. We need to create traffic to the book for people to find it. 

 

I post examples of editorial reviews and my biography below because it may be helpful when 

people need to write this for themselves or someone else. 

 

The Editorial review is by one of my Health Practitioners. He is credited with the title of my 

book because initially the title was One Size Fits All Diet. Yes, I know that sounds crazy and 

does not really exist. But because the diet is so easily adjustable I thought that I would be able 

to get away with it. Anyway, Greg called the whole process an experiment in survival, hence 

the title ‘My Story of Survival.  

After I published the book I discovered that there are many ‘Stories of Survival’ on Amazon.  

But only one by Mimi Emmanuel. 

  

The foreword as printed on Amazon is an excerpt of the foreword from the book and reads as 

follows, 

 

Foreword by Health Practitioner  

Writing this foreword to Mimi Emmanuel's little book has been challenging to me personally, 

as I felt I could not possibly endorse the concept of eating only ten foods to obtain all the 

nutrients necessary for sustaining life. 

However, since I first met Mimi some six years ago, I have witnessed how she has slowly started 

to regain her health through a process that could be described as an experiment in survival ... 

http://www.amzn.com/B018QDEKXK
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So we have Mimi's OSFA diet, perhaps the ultimate low-reactive diet plan. It may be a good 

place to start when no other answers seem forthcoming ... 

Gregory Turner N.D. Grad. Dip. Health Science (Nutrition Medicine). 

 

A NOTE ON CONTENT FROM THE EDITOR 

You have gone through extraordinary difficulties, as you related in your book. I suspect many 

people, upon developing so many food sensitivities/allergies simultaneously, likely would not 

live long enough to make the discoveries you have. I completely understand your wish to share 

your hard-won knowledge with others, in the hopes they might find relief from dietary issues 

plaguing them; you know all too well the misery such problems cause! I applaud your ingenuity 

and willingness to experiment. 

With all the best wishes for your book and your continued recovery of your health, 

Editor Elaine of 'My Story of Survival'  

 

FROM THE AUTHOR 

If one person only will be helped from reading my story ... then it was worth writing.  

 

BIOGRAPHY 

Mimi Emmanuel was involved in the medical industry in a variety of ways between 1987 and 

2008. After this she turned to freelance writing and has written on topics ranging from bullying 

to depression, and contributed to a number of anthologies.  

 

The last couple of anthologies featuring her work are 'Glimpses of Light' for the occasion of 

the International Year of Light 2015 ... inspiring hope for a better future. Mimi also contributed 

to 'Like A Girl' Anthology, which celebrates the strength and resilience of women.  

 

Writing is one of her passions and comes second to her devotion to cloud surfing.  

 

USEFUL TIP – PUBLISH EARLY 

Publish well before your launch date, because my descriptions continue to hiccup and it takes 

time for Amazon to respond to your request for the proper category and so on. If you publish 

early, you'll have time to change things here and there.  
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Some promo sites won’t book a promo for your book unless you already have a number of four 

or five star reviews. This is another reason to upload your manuscript early so that you give 

some readers the opportunity to leave a review before the launch date. 

 

At some stage I thought that publishing early meant that I was missing out on the buzz of being 

listed as a ‘hot new release’ during launch. But this thought proved to be mistaken, because 

weeks after launch My Story of Survival was still listed as a ‘hot new release.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.gumroad.com
http://www.gumroad.com
http://www.gumroad.com
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DAY 12 
DAY 12 – NUMBER ONE!!! 

After barely two days in the Kindle store and 3 reviews, my ebook lists number 1 under Medical 

eBooks and number 4 under Health Fitness & Dieting; both 2 categories down. 

That looks pretty awesome to me! It is also mentioned under Hot New Releases! 

 

Check regularly to see where your book is traveling and take a snapshot of it for posterity! 

You can check out my post to see how other people did this for me. 

HANGOUT 

Today I was also on the Hangout with the TEAM of SPS and that was a lot of fun. I invited 

them to come to Australia, and who knows, that may just happen sooner than we think. 

 

I invited them to come and see the whales, only to discover later that they also live in one of 

the ‘whale capitals’ of the world. That teaches me to do my research before I open my mouth. 

Ever so gracious, no one mentioned anything about that. 

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-bestselling-author-in-2016/
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I received good advice from Chandler today with regards to having a perma-free book. He told 

me to carefully consider why I would want that. And if the reason is because I want the book 

to be available to as many people as possible, than perhaps going free is not the way to go. 

Because how many people read all the free ebooks that are languishing on their Kindles? I 

know I don't.  

 

Thank you, Chandler and team, for having me today. It was awesome, I really enjoyed it! 

 

USEFUL TIP – CONSIDER PURPOSE OF BOOK 

Consider your why and what the purpose of your book is and where you want to take it before 

you decide on pricing and positioning. Permafree can be a good promotional tool, but won’t 

give you an instant income. Nor does permafree mean that your book will be read by the 

‘downloader.’ 

 

 

 

 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3IWA2TQYMZ5J6
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3IWA2TQYMZ5J6
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3IWA2TQYMZ5J6
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DAY 11 
DAY 11 - Sign up with Goodreads 

Goodreads is a very popular social media platform for book lovers, with over 40,000.000 

members. I had already signed up with them a while ago, so it was just a matter of finding the 

account details and updating the account with all relevant details. 

The Goodreads Author Program is a completely free feature designed to help authors reach 

their target audience – passionate readers. This is the perfect place for new and established 

authors to promote their books.  I have been told that Goodreads reviewers tend to give a low 

score to books. I don’t know if this is true. I mention it so that you don’t get dismayed if this 

were to happen with your book at Goodreads. 

USEFUL TIP – JOIN GROUPS AT GOODREADS 

When you sign up with Goodreads, take a moment to check out the groups and join some of 

them. I am a member of various groups at Goodreads, including ‘Support for Indie Authors 

Group’ and ‘Readers and Writers’ and ‘Aussie Readers.’ You can find my account at 

Goodreads here: www.goodreads.com/author/show/14731418.Mimi_Emmanuel. 

It is good practice to befriend one and other on your social media platforms because obviously 

the bigger your network is the more exposure for your book ad business.  You can sign up with 

Goodreads here  www.goodreads.com/user/sign_up?connect_prompt=true. 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/14731418.Mimi_Emmanuel
http://www.goodreads.com/user/sign_up?connect_prompt=true
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https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
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DAY 10 
DAY 10 – REST  

USEFUL TIP - DO SOMETHING THAT YOU REALLY ENJOY 

On your rest day do something that you really enjoy, whatever that is. Walking on the beach 

or sleeping in all day. Drinking margaritas whilst watching the whales through your binoculars 

from your front porch.  

Or cloud surf, as I do from my veranda; stretching my eyes, following the clouds whilst rocking 

on my recliner, spiritually recharging for the week to come. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.helpareporter.com
http://www.helpareporter.com
http://www.helpareporter.com
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DAY 9 
DAY 9 – FOLLOW UP ON GOOD TIPS 

I’ve come across a great manual called ‘Self-publishing Hacks No-One Tells You About’ by 

Rachel Rueben, and spent most the day leafing through the book and making notes. You can 

get your own copy if you sign up to her blog at http://writingbytheseatofmypants.com/free-

book/. 

 

POST TO MULTIPLE FACEBOOK GROUPS AT ONCE UP TO 20 IN ONE GO! 

A good trick I discovered is that when you post a link of your free ebook to Facebook pages, 

you can do so to multiple Facebook groups all at once by ticking a little box in the left-hand 

corner underneath the post you just filled out. This way you can post to 20 groups all in one 

go. Detailed instructions for this are on my ‘This is FUN! Launch Party’ Facebook group, 

which you are welcome to join at any time to help launch my next book.  

www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty  

 

USEFUL TIP – ASK TO BE FEATURED 

There are many useful tips in ‘Self-publishing Hacks No-One Tells You About’ and one useful 

tip I gleaned is that you can actually approach Amazon and ask to be featured. Did you know 

that? I didn’t, so now I’ll be following up on that. Just make sure that you pitch the right editor! 

The following link provides various email addresses for the different departments at Amazon. 

www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200741600  

 

http://writingbytheseatofmypants.com/free-book/
http://writingbytheseatofmypants.com/free-book/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200741600
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http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
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DAY 8 
DAY 8 – FACEBOOK GROUPS 

Today I signed up to many more relevant Facebook Groups for promoting Kindle and ebooks. 

Overall in the last few months, including today, I signed up to around 160 groups.  Not all of 

them are about ebooks. Some of these groups are about healing and some are about faith 

because all this is relevant to my book. Find whatever niche is relevant to your book and get a 

relationship going with the administrator and group members before you start posting about 

your book. Make sure that you stick to the rules of the group or you will be banned. 

 

USEFUL TIP – JOIN OVER 100 RELEVANT FACEBOOK GROUPS 

You can go to my Facebook page www.facebook.com/live4everhowto and look under groups 

and use these groups to get a collection of places where you can post your free ebook and 99 

cent discounted book during promo days. You’re welcome! 

At some stage I may make my groups private so go there whilst you can; you can befriend me 

and like my pages whilst you’re at it. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/live4everhowto
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http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
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DAY 7 
DAY 7 – BOOK IN ADVANCE 

I didn’t do this, but I suggest that you start booking for paid promos well ahead of time, because 

some promo sites need up to three weeks’ notice. I found some great sites to book promos with, 

by following up on a link I received from John Kremer, as below under Useful Tip and also a 

list of 79 sites from Kindlepreneur to follow up on. For SPS fellow students, I recommend that 

you use the excellent resources provided by the School. 

 

USEFUL TIP – BOOK PROMOS 

I am still working through the list below with regards to booking promos and so on. Courtesy 

of John Kremer 

www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites and  

courtesy of Dave Chesson 

www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books.   

Kindlepreneur also did an article on how to figure out if a site is worth advertising on and you 

can see for yourself here www.kindlepreneur.com/2-easy-steps-to-discover-where-to-

advertise-your-ebook.  

 

http://www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/2-easy-steps-to-discover-where-to-advertise-your-ebook
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/2-easy-steps-to-discover-where-to-advertise-your-ebook
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http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
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DAY 6 
DAY 6 –FREEBIE 

I throw this in as a freebie. I paid John Kremer $77 dollars to get his best tips for a book launch 

and below is the email he sent me. For various reasons, I haven’t as yet followed up on most 

of this. 

 

********** 

 

1. Facebook ads can be tested. They have often proven effective in reaching people who would 

like your book. Target people who have read books similar to yours, or authors who have 

written books similar to yours. You can pay as little as 10 cents per click to reach people.  

 

Besides targeting people by book or author, you can also target by demographics, gender, age, 

annual salary, location, etc. 

 

In your case, you could possibly target buyers of any diet books. You could also target buyers 

of 5-Ingredient (or less) cookbooks. Plus the names of authors who have written various diet 

books, both famous authors and lesser-known authors. 

 

I see you are active on Facebook as Mary Jones - www.facebook.com/live4everhowto 

so you can implement Facebook ads any time you want. 

- 

Of course, you can also ask your friends on Facebook: Penny, Joel, Terry, etc, to support your 

book launch, offer access to your ebook, etc. 

 

Facebook ads have always proven to be the best, but you could test ads or other promotions 

on other social networks as well: Google+, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, etc. 

 

2. I see you are using BookLaunch.io for a feature page for your book. 

I would recommend using the free offer websites and Facebook pages listed here. 

194 Places to Promote Your eBook for Free (Or Low Cost) –  

http://www.facebook.com/live4everhowto
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www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites 

While many of these sites offer free listings, most also offer paid promotions for anywhere from 

$10 to $50. Most of these sites feature free Kindle ebooks or low-cost ebooks like yours. 

They are great tools for building a book launch. 

 

3. Have you considered doing a book launch via one of the crowdfunding websites? I’ve seen 

a lot of successful book launches done as crowdfunding campaigns. Of course, to do a 

crowdfunding campaign, you’d need to have other, higher-priced offers ready to go. 

I would recommend IndieGoGo for a crowdfunding campaign. See more details about these 

websites at http://bookmarketingbestsellers.com/crowdfunding-websites.  

Don’t use Kickstarter; they don’t do diet books (only fiction and children’s books). 

 

Here are the other crowdfunding websites that work best for books or authors: Crowd Supply, 

Inkshares, Patreon, Publishizer, PubSlush, Unglue.it, and Upspringer. 

 

For some key tips on how to create and run a successful crowdfunding campaign, click here: 

http://bookmarketingbestsellers.com/11-keys-to-crowdfunding-success. 

These are three of the most current tools for book launches. 

 

Of course, if you have a good customer list already and relationships with some top websites 

or bloggers devoted to diets, change, self-help, etc., then you can create a joint venture book 

launch where you send people to a landing page where they can order your book (either on 

your website or on Amazon, with Amazon being the better choice for what you want) and then 

be sent to an upsell page to buy a more expensive product (where your JV partners share in 

the sale of the higher-priced product). 

 

******************** 

 

USEFUL TIP – APPROACH BLOGGERS 

If you want to receive advice from John Kremer personalised for your book you can contact 

him on JohnKremer@bookmarket.com. His book ‘1001 Ways to Market your Book’ is a 

classic and I highly recommend it. Target bloggers that blog about your niche because they are 

very likely to accept an article written by you about your book if this is relevant to their site. 

http://www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites
http://bookmarketingbestsellers.com/crowdfunding-websites
http://bookmarketingbestsellers.com/11-keys-to-crowdfunding-success
mailto:JohnKremer@bookmarket.com
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http://top-hashtags.com/instagram
http://goo.gl/BRUxhm
http://top-hashtags.com/instagram
http://top-hashtags.com/instagram
http://goo.gl/BRUxhm
http://top-hashtags.com/instagram
http://goo.gl/BRUxhm
http://goo.gl/BRUxhm
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http://hashtagify.me
http://www.hashtags.org
http://www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook
http://hashtagify.me
http://hashtagify.me
http://www.hashtags.org
http://www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook
http://hashtagify.me
http://www.hashtags.org
http://www.hashtags.org
http://www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook
http://hashtagify.me
http://www.hashtags.org
http://www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook
http://www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook
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DAY 5 
DAY 5 – AUDIO BOOK 

I’m trying to figure out how to submit an audio file, and this took a little while but eventually 

I came across some great links which I share below to save you to time and hassle looking for 

this. You know how you have to go into Amazon KDP to upload your Kindle file? Well, in the 

same way, you have to go to ACX.com, which is another Amazon platform, to upload your 

audio file. I think if you sign up with SPS Master Course this will guide you where to go, but 

I signed up with Pro and figured this out myself. The links below will show you not only where 

to go, but also how to go about it and what the minimum requirements for recording your audio 

file are. 

 

An audio book is a great idea because most authors report a spike in sales when they add an 

audio book to their kindle. 

 

USEFUL TIP – RECORDING AUDIO 

Below are the links I found which will help you create an audio file. 

www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-deal/200497690  

www.timgrahl.com/how-to-self-publish-an-audiobook-on-audible-com 

www.theworldsgreatestbook.com/acx  

www.acx.com/help/authors-as-narrators/200626860  

www.acx.com/help/acx-audio-submission-requirements/201456300  

 

http://www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-deal/200497690
http://www.timgrahl.com/how-to-self-publish-an-audiobook-on-audible-com
http://www.theworldsgreatestbook.com/acx
http://www.acx.com/help/authors-as-narrators/200626860
http://www.acx.com/help/acx-audio-submission-requirements/201456300
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http://www.digitalpubbing.com/7-strategies-and-94-tools-to-help-indie-authors-find-readers-and-reviewers
http://www.digitalpubbing.com/7-strategies-and-94-tools-to-help-indie-authors-find-readers-and-reviewers
http://www.digitalpubbing.com/7-strategies-and-94-tools-to-help-indie-authors-find-readers-and-reviewers
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DAY 4 
DAY 4 – ADDING USEFUL FACTS 

The last three days of the countdown I spent tweaking the description, and decided at the very 

last minute to add some useful facts to my book. This took some research and digging up 

documents with previously found and researched information. I am happy I did so, because I 

believe that the book is better value because of it. 

 

USEFUL TIP – BACK UP YOUR CLAIMS 

Done is better than perfect for sure. But whenever possible, back up your claims and writing 

because this adds credibility to your book. You can do so in footnotes or at the back of the book 

or incorporate these facts into your writing.  This seems like a small suggestion but it can make 

all the difference to the readability of your book and your believability. 

  

 

 

http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
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DAY 3 
DAY 3 – MARKETING 

When I was looking for how to create an audio book, I came across a link with awesome book 

marketing resources from Tim Grahl. I share this link with you under today’s useful fact. You 

won’t need this resource if you’re following SPS guidelines because they cover absolutely 

everything you need to know. But if you’re not following SPS, these links are very useful. 

 

USEFUL TIP – MARKETING RESOURCES 

Book Marketing Resources courtesy Tim Grahl, www.timgrahl.com/resources  

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.timgrahl.com/resources
http://www.wordle.net
http://www.wordle.net
http://www.wordle.net
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DAY 2 
DAY 2 - REST  

USEFUL TIP – REST IS GOOD FOR YOU, DO IT!! 

If you never take time to rest, you’ll eventually end up a basket case. REST a full day a week 

at a minimum for a healthy life and healthy relationships. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.selfpublishingadvice.org/50-book-awards/
http://www.selfpublishingadvice.org/50-book-awards/
http://www.selfpublishingadvice.org/50-book-awards/
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DAY 1 
DAY 1 - LAUNCH OF MY STORY OF SURVIVAL 

Today at 7 o’clock is launch time. This means that I programmed in KDP for my book to be 

free for the next few days. I paid for a promo to guarantee maximum downloads and we’re 

counting time, because as soon as we launch, both my daughter and I intend to post on all the 

groups I signed up to that my book is now available as a free download. 

 

During dinner we discover that I miscalculated the time and we were going by Sydney time 

which means that it is 6 pm Queensland time and we live in Queensland. So whilst I thought 

that we still had an hour to get organised for our official launch, I discovered that all of a sudden 

we’re launching in like five minutes.  

 

My daughter and I are sitting ready right in front of our computers to let my launch team 

members know that I am launching, to start posting links for the launch of ‘My Story of 

Survival’ to all the 100 or so Facebook groups that I signed up to. I am going to let my nearly 

1000 Facebook friends know about my launch, my nearly 700 Twitter followers, my email 

subscribers, and all people who have subscribed to my newsletter; altogether, another 200 

people.  

 

TODAY IS THE DAY 

I will tell my Launch Team that today is the day and to do all the supporting they can with 

reviews and letting their social media know about my book. 

We’re looking at the Amazon screen and continuously refreshing, waiting for my book to be 

listed at zero dollars for the three-day promo period.  

 

USEFUL TIP – HAVE TWO CLOCKS HANDY 

If you don’t live in the US and you are publishing outside the US, get two clocks going: one 

for US time and one for your local time. This way you cannot go wrong. On the day of my 

launch Brisbane time was 18 hours ahead of Amazon time.  
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LAUNCH!! 

YES!! It is zero dollars! Let’s do this! I smile at my daughter and start pouncing the keyboard. 

Nothing happens. My screen is blank. What??? 

“Sunny,” I say, “Sunny what’s going on?” 

 

YOU’VE BUSTED THE INTERNET MUM 

She’s quick. “You’ve just busted the internet Mum.” What??? 

She has no Internet connection either. How can this be? Six o’clock on the dot, when my book 

launches, the Internet goes? That’s just too weird a coincidence. I’m not having any of it.  

“Nonsense,” I say. “Make it work.” So my daughter dutifully does. (She is AWESOME by the 

way, in case you hadn’t figured this out yet.) She hooks up my computer to my mobile phone 

Internet data, and so I can actually log in. But I am rattled now, because my daughter cannot 

log in, she is on the phone to Telstra, our service provider, to see what is going on. 

Whilst she is on hold, we’re trying to make light of it. “Mum, we all know that you burst light 

bulbs, but this is a bit of a stretch, even for you, to bust the Internet box just because you’re 

excited.” 

 

WHAT’S GOING ON? 

Mmmm, I’m not sure if I’ll be wearing this one. I’m unnerved enough to be sitting next to my 

daughter listening to Telstra’s annoying ‘on-hold-tune’ instead of doing my planned posting to 

all my support teams and Facebook groups. I also know that if I use the phone credit it’ll chew 

up my data in no time. I use prepaid and only have very limited data on my plan. My Internet 

connection, for some reason gets continuously interrupted also. This just isn’t working.  

 

An hour later my daughter is still on the phone to Telstra. By now we’ve also phoned a few 

neighbours and asked them how their power and Internet are going. One of our neighbours 

right next door tells us that the workmen on the block next to us have damaged one of the 

power/Internet cables and said that she was happy to phone her service provider who promised 

to check it out the next day. I wear earplugs and industrial strength building site mufflers most 

the day because of the excavating on the block next door. So as not to be distracted on my 

launch day, I only took these mufflers off for mealtime so that for the rest of the day I only 
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heard these noisy machines digging rocks and pouring concrete quietly in the background on 

the block next door. 

 

Another neighbour on the other side tells my daughter that she has been without a regular phone 

and Internet service for two weeks now because she is switching over to another service 

provider, and they have promised to connect her up next week. Meanwhile, she is using her 

mobile and a dongle, which she says is painfully slow, but just good enough for her to check 

her emails with. She offers to loan me her dongle. But ‘painfully slow’ does not sound like a 

plan to me… I was on a high here for a moment and about to contact a few hundred people to 

have my book launched with a bang. ‘Painfully slow’ would not do. 

Meanwhile, Telstra has kindly put 3 gigs on my phone data so that I can get going.  We’ve now 

been without the Internet for a couple hours. For reasons we still don’t understand the 3 gig of 

internet data was gobbled up within half an hour of Internet use. 

 

My daughter continues to phone other neighbours because we’re still not clear if this is just our 

Internet or other neighbours as well. One of our elderly neighbours doesn’t pick up, which 

indicates to us that his phone may not be working either. Another one doesn’t pick up either. 

One neighbour picks up and tells us that there has been an accident just at the back of where 

we live. We live on the side of a hill and cannot really hear what happens on the other side, 

especially not with heavy machinery going and earplugs in. 

 

NOT HAPPY 

We’re now on the phone to Telstra Platinum Service, which cost us $15/month but gives us 

24/7 support with any technical problems. They offer no solution either. It looks like we may 

have to wait till the morning. Telstra tells us that the earliest they can come and fix our problem 

is on Thursday afternoon, which is two and a half days into my Launch Promo Free Days. I’m 

not happy. 

 

My daughter continues to phone neighbours to see if they have power/Internet and one of our 

neighbours tells us that as she came back from town, there had been a massive car accident just 

around the corner. As a nurse, she was one of the first attendants and tried to revive the elderly 

driver, but failed to do so. She was quite upset. We were too. 
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FATAL ACCIDENT 

By Googling and tuning into the grapevine we discover that someone under the influence of 

drugs hit the car of an elderly neighbour coming out of a drive at around 170 km/hour. In the 

process, the culprit took out a power and Internet/phone Telstra box that services our 

neighbourhood. This happened the very moment my book launched. 

We have no Internet/phone for the whole duration of the launch. I don’t particularly care 

anymore. 

 

What was supposed to be one of the highlights of my life gets completely obliterated in the 

context of a lost life.  

 

May he rest in peace.  
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AFTER LAUNCH 

Half an hour after the Free Promo (three-day-period) finished, the Internet came back for our 

house. We were only aware of this briefly because soon after, the Internet box went all black, 

and we assumed that the box had died on us and needed replacing. This happened during the 

weekend when we weren’t able to follow up on warrantee issues and that.   

 

A couple of days later we discovered that all lights on the box had gone out because when 

moving the box during the black-out some wires had become disconnected.  All up we had 

been without internet for most of the Book Launch Week. Some of our neighbours had to wait 

for longer to have the Internet/phone restored to them. 

 

WHAT THE?? 

In my life the above events were a loud and clear message to hold close all those that are dear 

to me. I also received a strong reminder that things are just things and what matters in life is 

the people around us and loving them. Everything else comes second to that. Thirdly, none of 

us knows when it is our turn; live every day as if it is your last. 

 

After the initial shock I received a number of offers from various people to use their house and 

Internet services in neighbouring towns. But quite frankly, by then I had lost my appetite for it 

and couldn’t really be moved. 

 

IN THE CONTEXT OF MY BOOK LAUNCH 

What did my internet outage mean in context of my Book Launch? 

The Internet outage meant that on the day of the book launch and the following three Free 

Promo Days: 

 

I wasn’t able to attend my own Book Launch party event, which had been set up on FB 

I wasn’t able to email my 100+ Launch Team Members. 

I wasn’t able to contact my near 1000 Facebook Friends. 

I wasn’t able to contact my near 700 Twitter followers. 

I wasn’t able to send emails to my 200 email and newsletter contacts. 

I wasn’t able to post on around 100 Facebook Groups. 
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I wasn’t able to double-check that a booked promo was followed up on, 

and consequently it was overlooked, and a pre-booked promo did not go ahead as planned. I 

eventually managed to contact the organiser, and two days into the Promo he did make up for 

this though. 

By all accounts, you would think that because of all of the above events my launch was a 

complete and total failure. Much to my surprise, what happened is quite the opposite! 

 

WHAT WENT WELL? 

What went extremely well, and I would call flawless and successful, is that on the launch date 

I had already around 20 reviews, and during the launch period My Story of Survival received 

an additional 30 reviews. 

 

I had pre-booked three promos (one hick-cuped but was made good later on), which meant that 

I had around 2000 free downloads. The days after the Free Promo I sold over one hundred 

copies, and sales have been steady ever since. 

 

WHY DID IT GO SO WELL? 

If you’ve read my book, you know that I believe in the power of prayer and that this works 

very well for me in my life, so credit as always goes to my Friends up High. 

 

Other than a couple of pre-booked promos, I was not able to do anything whatsoever during 

launch week because even my mobile data continued to hiccup due to repairs to the Telstra 

community power box and ongoing phone calls. 

 

Meanwhile, behind the scenes, completely unbeknownst to me, there is this amazing 

Community called Self-Publishing School, which jumped into action after I sent out my quiet 

S.O.S.  

 

WONDERFUL SPS COMMUNITY 

There is no way that my book would have been so successful and ranked #1 in SEVEN 

categories if it was not for my SPS buddies and the tremendous support and wonderful help I 
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received from my community. Whilst I was not able to do anything at all myself during the 

major part of the Launch week, all Team members and fellow students pitched in and supported 

me every possible way, with sharing my book to their social media and doing whatever needs 

doing during a book launch.  

I   L O V E  these people. 

I can truly say that never before in my life have I felt so strongly supported and warmly treated 

by a community of people. For me, they are so much more than a community. They truly have 

become part of my family. 

 

Thanks to SPS (Chandler, Sean, Melissa and Team, and all students) I am a published author 

now. Not just published, but a bestselling author. 

 

 

Today, weeks after publication, my book still ranks as a bestseller in three categories. 
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WHAT DID I DO? 

What did I do to get my book out there and achieve Amazon #1 bestseller status in such a short 

period of time? I followed the directions of SPS.  

 

It took me two to three years to write my book, because really I wasn’t up for it.  The only 

thing that kept me going was I had a strong desire to help people who struggle with their health. 

This wish was fulfilled, because very quickly after publishing, my book was seen and bought 

by many people as it ranked #1 in many of the categories as listed below. 

 

It was also listed as #2 under Kindle eBooks Short Reads for Health, Fitness & Dieting. 

This Successful easy-peasy ‘flawless’ launch came about because I signed up with SPS and 

followed their directions. I followed instructions regarding formatting, editing, book cover, 

marketing, and everything else there is to know about successfully publishing a book. There 

are A LOT of directions and suggestions, and I wasn’t able to follow all of them because I 

wasn’t able to do ANYTHING at all during the entire launch period. And yet my book was still 

successfully launched and continuous to sell copies today! On this link I describe in detail 

where my book travelled after the launch, 

 https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-

bestselling-author-in-2016   

 

 

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-bestselling-author-in-2016/
https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/12/free-course-how-to-become-a-bestselling-author-in-2016/
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HOW DID I LIST #1 IN MANY CATEGORIES? 

I followed the directions that were given by SPS and asked Amazon for certain categories and 

sometimes my wish was granted and other times it wasn’t.  Amazon took my book places also, 

such as Science and Short Reads and Nutrition and so on, and wherever they took the book it 

listed as a bestseller. I believe this happened because of the momentum which had been created 

with the promos. 

After launch I haphazardly posted Amazon links of My Story of Survival on Facebook groups, 

which are relevant to my book. This includes sites such as Christian Authors, various medical 

condition Facebook Support groups, and various Kindle e-book promotional sites. I include a 

list of some of the sites which I have submitted my book to in the last few weeks. 

 

USEFUL TIP – PROMOTE ON FACEBOOK GROUPS 

It is useful to know that when you submit a link to promotional Facebook groups, some of these 

groups will allow you to post your link to an additional 20 or so groups. It is also a good idea 

to sign up to Google Docs if you haven’t done so already. It is super easy in Google Docs to 

create a spreadsheet and keep track of where you have posted what. 
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I AM A BESTSELLING AUTHOR NOW 

The single best decision I made with regards to my book launch is that I signed up as a student 

to Self-Publishing School and followed their directions. Yes, I have other mentors also but 

none gave me the support nor the step-by-step guide and back up that is provided by Chandler 

Bolt and his Team. https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN 

 

The backing I received is unequalled and if this perceived as advertising, so be it. Thank you 

for the awesome teaching and I cannot recommend these guys highly enough! 

 

USEFUL TIP 

Remember to thank everyone who helped you. That includes the editor, the formatter, whoever 

created your book cover, your buddy, whoever wrote the intro in your book or a testimonial, 

your fellow students, the School and so on. Give credit where it is due. 

 

 

 

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN
http://www.clarity.fm
http://www.clarity.fm
http://www.clarity.fm
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FINAL THANK YOU 

My final thank you goes to my launch team and accountability buddies; you are all my bestsest! 

I wrote this launch plan for you because I promised everyone on my launch team that I would 

share every titbit I learned along the way.  

 

My launch plan is just what I did as I was following the course. It certainly does not replace 

the SPS course or try to mimic it in any way. It is the steps I, Mimi, took to have my book 

published as per the directions of SPS. These are my diary notes, and together with the TO-DO 

OVERVIEW and FUN TIPS and USEFUL TIPS can be used as a helpful support alongside 

the course. Keep in mind that I provide 31 steps only, and the course gives hundreds of detailed 

instructions on how to successfully publish your book.  

 

BONUSES INCLUDED FOR MY WONDERFUL LAUNCH TEAM 

Included below is an easy shopping list for buying HEALTHY and TASTY NUTRITIOUS 

food. Carry this list in your wallet or handbag to always be able to buy the food that is best for 

you. 

 

The OVERVIEW, USEFUL TIPS, and FUN TIPS are repeated at the end of the book so that 

you can have these as an easy reference guide.  

 

MIMI’S LAUNCH PLAN INCLUDES: 

1. MY DIARY NOTES, as a 31 DAY COUNT-DOWN TO LAUNCH 

2. TO-DO OVERVIEW 

3. 31 USEFUL TIPS 

4. 31 FUN TIPS 

5. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

6. 31 PLUS PROMO SITES I SUBMITTED TO 

http://mosaichouse.co/download-mimis-launch-plan-promo-sheet  

7. HEALTHY and TASTY NUTRITIOUS FOOD SHOPPING LIST 

 

 

Stay with me because this is only the beginning. We got this!! 

http://mosaichouse.co/download-mimis-launch-plan-promo-sheet
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FREQUENTLY ASKED 

QUESTIONS 
WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS FOR A 

SUCCESFUL LAUNCH? 

IN MY CASE THIS WAS: 

1. The support of Self-Publishing School (SPS). 

2. The support of my Launch Team. 

3. Having a good, well edited story and cover for my book. 

4. Getting categories and key words right. 

5. Having promos in place for the launch date. 

 

1 THE SUPPORT OF SELF-PUBLISHING SCHOOL (SPS). 

You can join SPS here https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN  

 

2 THE SUPPORT OF MY LAUNCH TEAM. 

You can join my ‘This is FUN! launch party’ here 

www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty. You are invited to become part of my launch 

team as a reader, a beta reader, a reviewer or tell me your skills and we’ll put them to good use. 

Bring your enthusiasm and pompoms and we’ll have a ball at my booklaunch parties where in 

return for your support you can look over my shoulder, learn some tips, get support for your 

own book launch and see how it is done. 

 

3 HAVING A GOOD, WELL EDITED STORY AND COVER FOR MY BOOK. 

Betareaders are readers who help point out flaws in your story and when you sign up to 

Goodreads you’ll have access to around 6471 people who have joined the betareaders group 

here www.goodreads.com/group/show/50920-beta-reader-group. 

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video2/havingFUN
https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN
http://www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty
http://www.goodreads.com/group/show/50920-beta-reader-group
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Editors I have used or heard people rave about are Andy Dill at andydill59@gmail.com, and 

Rosa Sophia at www.facebook.com/rosysophia/about and Elaine Roughton 

h.elaine.roughton@gmail.com 

Cover – Designers who have helped me with my graphics are Bkaric at www.fiverr.com/bkaric  

Sunny at SunnyEDesign and Nehara at Fiverr www.fiverr.com/creativelog  

Virtual Assistant – I have two VA’s who helped me in the past:  Chicelectra at 

https://www.fiverr.com/chicelectra as a VA and www.fiverr.com/progguru helped me with a 

powerpoint slideshow and Jenny www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver is my bestest. 

 

4 GETTING CATEGORIES AND KEY WORDS RIGHT. 

This is a very important ingredient for a successful launch and I have seen many launches fail 

due to people ignoring this essential ingredient. The best help I received with this came from 

SPS who gives you a freebie Kindle Trend when you sign up with the School.  

If you’re not with SPS your best bet is to follow Amazon’s guidelines with regards to finding 

the right categories and keywords for your book at 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41 and 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3O9QROY7AIQG2  

You can also contact the support desk at Amazon; they’re very helpful. 

 

5 HAVING PROMOS IN PLACE FOR THE LAUNCH DATE. 

Promos are just a way to advertise your book so that readers can find your book. Once more 

the best help I received here is from SPS who suggests certain promos which were effective 

for when launching a book. This worked really well for me. If you’re not with SPS I suggest 

that you check these lists which will give you many options as to who to book your promo 

with. It is a matter of trial and error and when a promo works really well for you, keep that one 

handy for your next book launch. 

 

Matthias Matting did an experiment which shows that it is important to spread your promotions 

out over a period of time and not book them all on the same day. As one would expect, organic 

growth of sales over an extended period of time is beneficial for the sales ranking. 

http://www.selfpublisherbibel.de/test-how-amazons-algorithms-really-work-myth-and-

reality/  

mailto:andydill59@gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/rosysophia/about
mailto:h.elaine.roughton@gmail.com
http://www.fiverr.com/bkaric
http://www.fiverr.com/creativelog
https://www.fiverr.com/chicelectra
http://www.fiverr.com/progguru
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver
https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video2/havingFUN
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3O9QROY7AIQG2
http://www.selfpublisherbibel.de/test-how-amazons-algorithms-really-work-myth-and-reality/
http://www.selfpublisherbibel.de/test-how-amazons-algorithms-really-work-myth-and-reality/
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This same experiment showed that price does not affect sales raking with Amazon much and 

being enrolled in kdp select does not affect sales raking on its own other than the number of 

pages read immediately affect the sales raking. 

  

Robert Bidinotto describes what he did for his promotional campaign and outlines in detail the 

sales achieved with each promo he booked. Included in here is a Bookbub promo and being 

featured by Readersintheknow http://www.readersintheknow.com/blog/15/kindle-countdown-

campaign-results.  

These are interesting figures which show that actively promoting your book can definitely 

boost your sales quite significantly when you pick the right promos.  

 

John Kremer suggestions www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-

review-websites/ and Dave Chesson’s suggestions www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-

free-amazon-books/ . If you email admin@beingauthor.com, they will for 30 days tweet daily 

to their 165,000 twitter followers for $8.99. Readersintheknow list an enormous amount of 

promos and you can work your way through these by signing up to them or doing so manually 

yourself. http://www.readersintheknow.com/list-of-book-promotion-sites and here’s another 

list courtesy Tom Corson-Knowles that you can work your way through 

http://www.tckpublishing.com/list-of-sites-to-promote-your-free-amazon-kindle-books/.  

 

As far as I’m concerned the above mentioned are the five main ingredients for launching a 

book successfully. 

 

I tried to incorporate my promo list into this book but it proved too hard (impossible to read on 

a kindle). You can download my promo list by visiting http://mosaichouse.co/download-

mimis-launch-plan-promo-sheet . 

This list looks messy even after I tidied it up. I apologise for that. It is my own personal notes 

and I don’t know about you, but I have three different lists on various devices and I am no wiz 

at merging that kind of thing. 

 

I tried to stay on top of what promo I used where and what the results are, but initially I did not 

even know where to look for the statistics on units sold and downloads on Amazon. For that 

reason, I’m afraid I cannot give exact figures of which promo gave me what results. But 

http://www.readersintheknow.com/blog/15/kindle-countdown-campaign-results
http://www.readersintheknow.com/blog/15/kindle-countdown-campaign-results
http://www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites/
http://www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites/
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books/
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books/
mailto:admin@beingauthor.com
http://www.readersintheknow.com/list-of-book-promotion-sites
http://www.tckpublishing.com/list-of-sites-to-promote-your-free-amazon-kindle-books/
http://mosaichouse.co/download-mimis-launch-plan-promo-sheet
http://mosaichouse.co/download-mimis-launch-plan-promo-sheet
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elsewhere I’ve posted links of another authors’ research who has done just such an experiment 

in quite some detail. 

You won’t have to fumble around. You can go straight to ‘reports to get the low-down on all 

the sales and promo figures. 

 

All figures and statistics can be found in your KDP portal under ‘reports.’ That’s where you 

look for royalties, promotions, payments and so on.  

 

Do you need to book promos when you launch? 

No you don’t, but don’t expect anyone to find you if you don’t book promos. For SPS students 

the promos are in the portal and below is what I planned to do but only did half of it due to 

internet problems on the day. 

What did I learn from the internet problems? It is good to be prepared and have a back-up plan. 

Next time I’ll have my VA on standby also to help out. 

1. Day one - I booked JM (booked a couple of weeks in advance) and was supposed to 

send out emails to launch team, friends, family, etc 

2. Day two - A little bit of everything from BK (booked a couple of weeks in advance) and 

planned to post to fb Kindle promote groups. 

3. Day three - Cut the promo on the third day midday as per Chandler’s direction. 

4. One more day posting on Facebook sites etc myself (didn't happen for me cause I had 

no internet). You can visit my fb and look at the groups I signed up to. 

5. Then a couple of days later, BB for the 99 cents promo. 

 

You need one full day between your last free promo and BB because it can take up to 24 hours 

for Amazon to respond to your request of stopping the free promo and listing at 99 cents and 

BB will cancel your promo if the book is still listed for free. 

Cost 
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Finally, many people have asked me about the cost of publishing an e-book Indie-style. 

Some people spent a couple of thousand dollars on editors, cover design and promos. 

This is what I did. 

 

Cover  

Cover $30 from Fiverr. Five dollar for cover and $25 for Create Space Photoshop files. 

 

Editing  

Editing around $60. Over the course of a few years my book has been sent to various beta 

readers and went through several edits but the final edit was around $60. 

 

VA  

VA around $25. Jenny has listed My Story of Survival on Facebook groups for me. 

 

Promo’s 

Promo’s around $65. You need to promote your free days as well as your 99 cent Promo. 

 

Total  

Total cost $180. I believe that anyone can launch an ebook successfully by following the right 

steps for under $250. I did. 

 

Realistically though, the whole process cost me more than that, because initially I also paid 

around $60 for a formatter for the first edition; later on we learned to do this ourselves. 

 

A cover can cost you as little as $5 from Fiverr up to a few hundred dollars or more when you 

visit Upwork and 99Designs.  

 

Editors cost anywhere from between $25 at Fiverr 20,000 words up to a few hundred or 

thousands of dollars depending on their experience and your requirements. You have to figure 

out if you need content editing or only grammar and proof reading and so on. 

 

You don’t need to use a VA but I am happy that I do because it saves me a lot of time. When 

they are well connected they can take your book places that you may not get to go to yourself. 

They can help with formatting and so on. 
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With promos the sky is the limit, you just have to make sure that you book at least one promo 

to advertise your free days and another promo to advertise your 99 cent promo days. Paul 

Brodie shares some of his favourites in the Foreword. 

You can advertise your book for free yourself through your social media network and by 

posting on relevant Facebook groups for free.  
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OTHER ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL 

LAUNCH 
 

FORMATTING AND UPLOADING MANUSCRIPT  

HOW DO I FORMAT MY DOC TO UPLOAD TO AMAZON? 

I simply uploaded my word document to the Amazon portal. In the past your document had to 

be converted before you could load it up to Amazon but they have simplified the process. 

 

Supported formats are https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2GF0UFHIYG9VQ. Amazon 

tells you what to do step-by-step in their Simplified Formatting Guide, 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6.  Here are File Formatting Tips 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A14LJ3QNDNO64G.  

 

If you need a formatter contact Jenny www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-

format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=689d1362-0f7a-4207-984a-

a64964729154 or  

Angelique at www.facebook.com/amroczka 

 

HOW LONG BEFORE LAUNCH DO I UPLOAD MY MANUSCRIPT? 

I did this, two weeks before launch. Some people do it days before launch but I wouldn’t do it 

any later than one week before launch because you need the ASIN number when booking 

promos in advance and some promotional sites require that you have reviews on your site 

before the promo days. Uploading a week before launch also gives you ample time to tweak 

whatever needs tweaking. 

 

REVIEWS 

HOW TO GET REVIEWERS? 

1. This is where a launch team comes in handy and you can join mine here. 

2. You can request on one of the pages of your book for your readers to leave a review.  

3. You can contact Amazon reviewers and ask if they are happy to review for you. 

4. You can contact Goodreads reviewers and ask if they are happy to review for you. 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2GF0UFHIYG9VQ
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A14LJ3QNDNO64G
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=689d1362-0f7a-4207-984a-a64964729154
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=689d1362-0f7a-4207-984a-a64964729154
http://www.fiverr.com/jenny_fiver/convert-your-word-pdf-format-to-amazon-kindle-mobi-epub-pdf-and-vice-versa?funnel=689d1362-0f7a-4207-984a-a64964729154
http://www.facebook.com/amroczka
https://www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty/
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5. You can join various relevant Facebook groups and ask for reviews for your book. 

6. You can utilise Razor which will sell you a list of reviewers you can approach. 

7. Under Amazon policies you cannot buy Fiverr reviews or use Story Cartel. 

8. Under Amazon policies you are not allowed to ask friends and family for reviews. 

Amazon is known to remove reviews which were left by family and friends.  

 

HOW TO LEAVE A REVIEW? 

Make sure that you are an Amazon customer who has purchased at least one item, otherwise 

you won’t be able to leave a review. Here is a link to Amazon guidelines 

www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201602680 which is not the same 

as Goodread guidelines but it will give you an idea of what you can and cannot do.  

• Include the "why": The best reviews include not only whether you liked or disliked a 

product or service, but also why. Feel free to make comparisons with related products 

or services you’ve experienced. 

• Be specific: Your review should be relevant to the product or service you’re reviewing 

and focus on specific features or your experience. For video and image reviews, we 

recommend that you write a brief introduction. 

• Not too short, not too long: Written reviews should be at least 20 words and are limited 

to 5,000 words. The ideal length is 75 to 500 words. Video reviews have a 10-minute 

limit, but we recommend 2 to 5 minutes to keep your audience engaged. 

• Be sincere: We welcome your honest opinion about the product or service. We do not 

remove reviews because they are critical. We believe all helpful information can inform 

our customers’ buying decisions. 

In addition to this you can mention what you think the message of the book is, how the book 

relates to your life and you can mention who you think the book would appeal to and why. 

Useful link on how to write an honest book review. 

www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/book_reviews.pdf  

 

SAMPLE REVIEWS 

I really enjoyed reading this book because it is relevant to my life right now and with Granny 

visiting tomorrow, the house will be polished sparkling clean utilising all ‘Grandma’s Tips’ 

from ‘Aubrey the Cleaning Lady.’ Thank you Aubrey! 

* 

I didn’t enjoy the beginning of the book because I felt that the author was looking over my 

shoulder and could see where I had been going wrong with my preparations. As I kept reading 

however I discovered many useful suggestions which I will apply and am looking forward to a 

http://www.bookrazor.com/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201602680
http://www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/book_reviews.pdf
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more successful event planning next time around. Handy book if you’re hosting your 

daughter’s wedding. 

* 

Loved it! Five stars! Great read! Just fun, get it and enjoy! 

* 

 

IF YOU DON’T LIKE A BOOK, STOP READING IT! 

Most books took a lot of time and effort to write and contain some of the author’s heart, sweat 

and tears. Be appreciative of this. If you hate a book .. stop reading it! No need to punish 

yourself by reading a book you don’t enjoy and then punish the author for writing a book that 

many people may well appreciate and enjoy. There are many different flavours of everything. 

Let’s enjoy and not destroy the diversity! 

As far as I’m concerned only trolls leave one or two star reviews. If you feel that strongly about 

it why not contact the author with suggestions for improvement or simply stop reading and get 

into something that is more to your liking?  

 

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A VERIFIED AND UNVERIFIED REVIEW?  

A review at Amazon is verified if the reviewer has purchased the book before they leave a 

review. Yes, crazy as it sounds, you can leave a review at Amazon without having purchased 

the book. This is what happens when journos and so on read the PDF or ARC (Advance Reader 

Copy) or a condensed version of the book before it is officially published or launched. Or 

perhaps someone borrowed a copy from a friend and likes to leave a review of the book without 

having bought it.  

 

DOES IT MATTER IF THE REVIEW IS NOT VERIFIED? 

Simple logic tells us that Amazon will give more brownie points to a verified review than it 

will to an unverified review. But sometimes, before a launch you just need to get the reviews 

so that you can book promos which require reviews.  

 

HOW TO VERIFY A REVIEW? 

After you’ve left the review and the book gets listed for a free or 99 cent promo you can 

download the book; this is required to have a ‘verified’ review.’ After this, once more click on 

‘leave a review’ and find your ‘old’ review sitting in the box waiting for you to resubmit and 

‘voila’ your review is now verified.  
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USEFUL TIPS ON HOW TO SUPPORT  
AUTHORS WITH THEIR LAUNCH 

1. Buy their book. 

2. Share their book link with anyone who may benefit or enjoy the read.  

3. Privately point out typos and glaring mistakes. 

4. Post an honest review on Amazon and or Goodreads. 

5. Give shout outs on your social media on or just before launch date. 

6. Provide a testimonial if you’re in a position to do so. 

7. Like their Facebook page and become a Twitter follower. 

8. Post comments to one of their blog articles. 

9. Subscribe to their blog. 

10. Post comments on the landing page for the book. 

11. Interview the author and post on your social media. 

12. Post a review of their book on your book if this is your niche. 

13. Connect up with them on Goodreads. 

14. Pin the author’s content on your Pinterest Board. 

15. Offer a guest post on a blog or allow for a guest post on your blog. 

16. You can offer a podcast interview or be interviewed. 

17. Ask one of your ‘influencer’ ‘celeb’ friends to do a review or say something honest 

about the book and share with their followers. 

18. Be part of a blog tour. Book traveling from blog to blog. You can sign up with 

Butterfly tours and get exposure for your blog whilst supporting fellow authors. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LoMK3fRGFJuSIcfXocyZ0h6CkDKT-

zfvNOaWSLP9iL8/viewform   

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LoMK3fRGFJuSIcfXocyZ0h6CkDKT-zfvNOaWSLP9iL8/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LoMK3fRGFJuSIcfXocyZ0h6CkDKT-zfvNOaWSLP9iL8/viewform
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CONNECTING UP  

SAMPLES ON HOW TO SUPPORT AUTHORS WITH THEIR BOOKS.  

Everyone wants to be promoted and receive help from others with marketing their book. Here 

are some ideas on how you can do this. And if you are ‘too busy’ for this or ‘don’t know how 

to do this’ or ‘want others to do this for you, but never thought of doing this for someone else’ 

… think again. 

 

It’s a lot of FUN 

I have never had so much fun in my life! It’s beautiful to be part of such a thriving and switched-

on community of talented authors and loving souls, all wanting the world to be a better place 

and taking time out of their busy lives to put their thoughts to paper and share. I’m growing 

much as a person by reading their innermost thoughts or find out about their decades of 

experience. I value the opportunity to interact and make friendships with this active and 

buzzing community of authors, writers, bloggers and designers. 

 

I’ve submitted my writing for inclusion in anthologies, bought other author’s books and sent 

links to family and friends that may benefit. I’ve posted reviews and an interview on my own 

blog, Amazon, Goodreads, with links to my Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and Pinterest pages. 

I follow authors, sign up to their blogs, make comments on their blogs and befriend them on 

Facebook. I follow them on Twitter, add them to my circle on Google and pin their content to 

my Pinterest page. I have set up my Amazon affiliate store where I will be able to sell their 

books. 

 

I participate in blog tours. I connect op with them on Goodreads and leave comments when I 

come across them on social media, just as I would do if I were to meet them on the street or in 

the shops. 

 

Be real 

What I’m saying is; be real. Treat people as you would in ordinary life. With kindness and 

respect and be helpful wherever you can. 
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Below I show you some ways how we can support other authors and help each other with the 

marketing and publicity of our books and platform connected to the book. 

 

HOW TO BE A REAL PERSON ON THE INTERNET  
AND UTILISE SOCIAL MEDIA FOR BOOK LAUNCHES 

 

Interview on blog 

Interview with Jeanette Grant-Thomson on my blog, also posted on all my other social media. 

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2015/06/09/book-review-mirage-by-jeanette-grant-

thomson  

 

Write a guest post for a blog 

I wrote an article ‘About My Audience’ as a guest post for Australasian Christian Writers. 

http://australasianchristianwriters.blogspot.com.au/2015/07/about-my-audience.html  

 

Reviews on blog 

Review of James Thomson book on my blog and also posted on all my social media. 

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/14/the-formula-for-christian-self-esteem  

 

Submit your writing for inclusion in Anthologies 

A number of my submissions were accepted for various Anthologies. The last two are 

‘Glimpses of Light’ and ‘Like a Girl.’ 

http://amzn.com/B019FLDHHM and a http://amzn.com/B018WMRMFS  

 

Join a blog alliance 

Join a blog alliance in your niche or start one. I joined the Australian Christian Reader’s Blog 

Alliance and this way I can contribute to blog tours and stay in touch with other writers in my 

niche. http://acrba.blogspot.com.au/p/reviewers.html  

  

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2015/06/09/book-review-mirage-by-jeanette-grant-thomson/
https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2015/06/09/book-review-mirage-by-jeanette-grant-thomson/
http://australasianchristianwriters.blogspot.com.au/2015/07/about-my-audience.html
https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/14/the-formula-for-christian-self-esteem/
http://amzn.com/B019FLDHHM
http://amzn.com/B018WMRMFS
http://acrba.blogspot.com.au/p/reviewers.html
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Participate in a blog tour 

I participated in hosting a blog tour for Anthology ‘Glimpses of Light’ on my blog and left a 

review also on Goodreads. Not on Amazon because you’re not allowed to leave a review on 

Amazon when you are the author but on Goodreads this is ok as long as you declare that you 

are an author or co-author. 

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/glimpses-of-light/  

www.goodreads.com/book/show/28116465-glimpses-of-light  

 

Posting on Goodreads 

Another blog tour this time for ‘Like a Girl Anthology.’ I submitted articles for both 

Anthologies and my submissions were accepted. Proceeds of the profits for both Anthologies 

are to be donated to charities. https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/27/3232/  and 

www.goodreads.com/book/show/28154649-like-a-girl  

 

Follow an author 

You can follow me here  www.amazon.com/Mimi-

Emmanuel/e/B018QSLX6W/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1453938997&sr=8-1 

  

Amazon reviews on Goodreads  

Reviews posted on Amazon can be copied and pasted onto a Goodreads account as per below. 

 

  

https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/glimpses-of-light/
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/28116465-glimpses-of-light
https://liveforeverhowto.wordpress.com/2016/01/27/3232/
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/28154649-like-a-girl
http://www.amazon.com/Mimi-Emmanuel/e/B018QSLX6W/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1453938997&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Mimi-Emmanuel/e/B018QSLX6W/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1453938997&sr=8-1
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Pinterest 

Books of other authors can be pinned on my Pinterest board with the Amazon URL. 

 

Google+ Community 

As part of the Google+ Community I can share relevant FREE links to readers and 

entrepreneurs. 

 

Twitter 

Let twitter followers know about new releases. 
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Facebook 

Share links with Facebook friends. 

 

Support authors on Thunderclap 

I supported some buddies on Thunderclap. There’s still time to add your support to this 

campaign, just click on the link and give permission for Thunderclap to share the content on 

the set date. https://www.thunderclap.it/projects/36961-learn-4-secrets-of-leadership 

 

 

https://www.thunderclap.it/projects/36961-learn-4-secrets-of-leadership
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This is FUN! Launch Team page 

When I find out about a book launch I like to support the author by posting this on my launch 

team Facebook group so that others get a chance to download, support the author and perhaps 

leave a review. 

 

 

Let your friends know about upcoming books. 

Let your friends know about upcoming books from authors whose books you enjoy reading. 
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Insert bonus links of other authors in your book. 

Check out this Benefits of Stress Chart courtesy of Robyn Spooner which will be included at 

the back of my book as a bonus for my readers with a link to Robyn’s website. Win/win. 

 

 

Invite people to sign up 

Invite people to sign up and receive a free kindle of your next book. You can insert this link in 

your book  

http://liveforeverhowto.us3.list-

manage.com/subscribe?u=6a0e00ca2b56bfb0a993490de&id=6bdb5309e7 or on your landing 

page or on your website www.mosaichouse.co/my-story-of-survival   

 

I give you examples so that you can see how I went about this and you can improve on what I 

did ..  insert shy and slightly embarrassed grin here. 

http://liveforeverhowto.us3.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=6a0e00ca2b56bfb0a993490de&id=6bdb5309e7
http://liveforeverhowto.us3.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=6a0e00ca2b56bfb0a993490de&id=6bdb5309e7
http://www.mosaichouse.co/my-story-of-survival
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AFTER LAUNCH 

HOW TO KEEP UP THE SALES AFTER LAUNCH? 

Apart from all the suggestions under ‘How to be a real person on the internet …’ there are 

many ideas in the SPS portal, Amazon marketing tips and in Kindle Trend on what to do after 

launch. Here are a few more ideas. Many of these options are listed in your Amazon Author 

Central or KDP portal. Take a few hours to browse and investigate to see what is possible. If I 

have missed anything significant let me know. 

 

KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR SALES  

Keep an eye on your sales to determine if it is time for another promotion. 

I discovered this morning that my sales tumbled. 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
http://authorearnings.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
http://authorearnings.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
http://authorearnings.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
http://authorearnings.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
http://authorearnings.com
http://authorearnings.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon
http://goo.gl/hbxkwJ
https://goo.gl/C6UifN
http://authorearnings.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
mailto:mimijahs@gmail.com
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You can see that I’ve been neglecting my book because from ranking #200 in the free store and 

#2000 in the paid store I’m now ranking #47,346 in the kindle store. How did this happen? 

This will naturally happen unless your book is superhot and CONGRATS to you if your book 

is one of them. 

My book did really well and I did the odd promo here and there such as an $8.99 month long 

twitter promo I mentioned earlier and posting on Facebook groups. But guess what?  I’ve been 

neglecting to keep up the sales because I’ve favoured writing this launch plan. 

 

How to get these numbers back up? A few sales will definitely help. Reviews are great! 

Following the author is a must! Up-voting good reviews if you agree with them is good 

practice. If anyone reviewed and later on downloaded the free promo copy but never bothered 

going back in to verify your review … now could be the time. I have been waiting for the proof 

of my hard copy for nearly four weeks now, so any day … when the proof arrives and is all 

good, I’ll do another mini-launch. 

 

After this I’ll be recording the audio book. Research shows that including an audio option 

significantly increase the sales of your book. I’ve been told that it is possible to have this done 

without being out of pocket by splitting the profits with ‘the voice.’ You can find info about 

that here and I will be looking into that next. http://www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-

deal/200497690 and http://www.acx.com/help/authors/200484540  

 

AMAZON GIVEAWAY LAUNCHES AMAZON FOLLOW 

FOR AUTHORS AS AN ENTRY REQUIREMENT 

You can now use Amazon Giveaway to grow your followers on Amazon and build an audience 

that is notified about your new releases and updates. Today, customers can follow you from 

your Amazon Author Page (remember to set this up), book pages, or on their Author 

Suggestions page. In addition to these, Giveaway now allows you to actively grow your 

Amazon followers by requiring entrants to follow you in order to enter your giveaways. As an 

http://www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-deal/200497690
http://www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-deal/200497690
http://www.acx.com/help/authors/200484540
https://www.amazon.com/gp/giveaway/home/ref=aga_ac_blog2
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/author_suggestions
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/author_suggestions
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author, set up your Giveaway as normal, selecting any eligible prize from the millions of 

available prizes, including your physical books, and choosing Follow on Amazon as the entry 

requirement. It’s that easy. 

 

WHAT IS AMAZON GIVEAWAY?  

Use Amazon Giveaway to easily set up and run a giveaway contest for your books, for no 

additional cost. Giveaway helps you create buzz, reward your audience, and grow your 

followers. On average, giveaway items see 50%+ unit sales growth during the week they run. 

One author and giveaway host says it “Works like a well-oiled machine.” 

 

GET STARTED WITH GIVEAWAY 

1. Go to Amazon’s Giveaway page. 

2. Choose your own book, or one of millions of eligible items sold on amazon.com. 

3. Complete a two-step wizard to set up your giveaway and purchase prizes. 

4. Your giveaway is created and a unique link is emailed to you. 

5. Attract entrants by sharing via Twitter, Facebook, and e-mail. 

 

SHARING YOUR RELEASE WITH FOLLOWERS VIA AMAZON FOLLOW 

As an author, artist, or other contributor, you may be invited by Amazon Follow to share a 

personal message about an upcoming release to your followers. 

By choosing to share your release, a message from you may be shared with followers in e-mail 

notifications and will be available on their Follow Updates timeline. 

At this time, sharing through Amazon Follow is available by invitation only. If you are invited 

to share and choose not to participate, Amazon may still promote or market your upcoming 

release to your followers. 

Even though this service is by invite only, there is no reason why you couldn’t bring your book 

to Amazon’s attention with a courteous email outlining all the wonderful features of your new 

release. 

 

Follow enables you to stay up to date with the people, brands, and interests you care about on 

Amazon. 

You may receive relevant email updates about the people, brands, and interests you follow. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/giveaway/home/ref=author_tools_giveaway_acnov15
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• Follow authors to receive new release alerts. You may also receive occasional personal 

announcements from authors you follow. 

• Follow customers to get occasional updates when they post new content, such as 

reviews or articles. 

• Follow interests to get occasional updates for popular products and content. 

• Follow brands to get occasional updates when they release products. 

 

SIGN UP TO AMAZON SUCCESS STORIES 

Sign up to Amazon success stories to find out about strategies and see how other authors grow 

their following. 

 

 

 

WHAT IS THE AMAZON ASSOCIATES PROGRAM?  

The Associates program provides advertising fees to website owners for linking customers to 

Amazon from their websites, blogs and social media. When your readers click and buy eligible 

products on Amazon, you can earn 4-8.5%. Top authors use the Associates program, and a 

successful Associate site has the potential to drive thousands of incremental sales dollars every 

year. This is mentioned as a FUN tip elsewhere in the launch plan. 

 

I have set up my Amazon affiliate store where I will be able to sell other author’s books as well 

as my own or any other products from Amazon relevant to my niche.  When you click on this 

link you can see more of them. http://astore.amazon.com/mosaichouse-20 It is called win/win. 

http://astore.amazon.com/mosaichouse-20
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There are also Count Down Deals that you can sign up for and gift cards that you can give 

away. Take time to explore Amazon and find out what is on offer so that you can find ways 

suited to your niche and your personality, to grow your following. 

 

In addition, you can consider writing articles for ezine and the like to increase your exposure 

on the web, you can print up business cards and bookmarks of your book and distribute these, 

ask local bookstores to sell your book, submit to libraries, the possibilities are endless and 

I listed some of the ways that I have used to get the word out there about my own book and 

fellow authors. 

 

SUGGESTION 

How to keep up the sales after launch? I suggest that you relaunch one month after the kindle 

with the hard copy of your book and one month after that with the audio version. Then re-sign 

with KDP for another free promo, or launch your next book, or launch on ibooks and 

Smashwords etc. The Smashwords site has excellent seo and many more people may find your 

book when you publish on Smashwords alongside Amazon. 

 

1. Launch your Kindle 1st of May 

2. Launch your hard copy 1st of June 

3. Launch your Audio book 1st of July 

4. Re-sign with Amazon KDP and do the same all over or 

5. Launch your next book or 

6. Explore other platforms for more exposure such as ibooks, smashwords and so on. 

  

http://ezinearticles.com/
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RESEARCH WHAT THE BEST DATES ARE FOR LAUNCHING YOUR BOOK 

Amazon helps with this under your KDP portal. 

 

 

Check out these links the key to consistent long term e-book sales on Amazon by Bookrazor  

 

http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon/  

 

Interesting and useful information can be found on this website from Author Earnings. I highly 

recommend this read because it will help you to have realistic expectations with regards to your 

book sales. www.authorearnings.com/ 

 

  

http://www.bookrazor.com/the-key-to-consistent-long-term-e-book-sales-on-amazon/
http://www.authorearnings.com/
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More Resources 

Promotions 

54 Resources for Promoting Your Book During a Kindle Countdown Promo courtesy of 

Danny Flood from Open Word Magazine www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-

bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo and more useful information from the same 

author Danny Flood about self-publishing a bestselling book  

www.reddit.com/r/digitalnomad/comments/3x33bd/thinking_about_selfpublishing_a_bestsell

ing_book/ . Thank you Danny! 

 

Media Kit 

Michael Hyatt gives a good example of what a media kit should contain with examples of how 

to organise your kit and what should be included. http://michaelhyatt.com/platform/media  

 

7Daystartup 

Marketing ideas 

There is a 7daystart-up project available which you can sign up for if you want to link your 

book to a business idea you have in mind. This is courtesy of Dan Norris  

http://7daystartup.com/resources/. He has a detailed list of 18 marketing ideas showing you 

many of the possibilities available 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/curvebooks/resources/18_Marketing_Ideas.pdf  

 

Awards 

Why not submit your book to book-award-contests such as these listed by The Book Designer 

http://www.thebookdesigner.com/book-awards/ and book-cover-awards such as 

http://www.thebookdesigner.com/2011/08/monthly-e-book-cover-design-awards/ . You get to 

mix and mingle with fellow authors, get some of your ideas out there and pick up some new 

ideas along the way. That little bit of extra exposure is another bonus. 

 

WHAT DO YOU WANT? 

Figure out what your expectations are and tailor your marketing and promotional responses 

accordingly. 

http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
http://www.reddit.com/r/digitalnomad/comments/3x33bd/thinking_about_selfpublishing_a_bestselling_book/
http://www.reddit.com/r/digitalnomad/comments/3x33bd/thinking_about_selfpublishing_a_bestselling_book/
http://michaelhyatt.com/platform/media
http://7daystartup.com/resources/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/curvebooks/resources/18_Marketing_Ideas.pdf
http://www.thebookdesigner.com/book-awards/
http://www.thebookdesigner.com/2011/08/monthly-e-book-cover-design-awards/
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Initially I wanted to write this book for my daughters. Then I wrote a second version for my 

family. By then I realised that potentially people may benefit from reading my story and I 

decided to publish on Amazon so that my story can be found. It’s exhilarating to have people 

read my story and realise that they benefit from it! 

 

LET ME KNOW HOW YOU GO 

I have shared with you all the tips and tricks and useful links that I’ve researched and utilised 

alongside the SPS course. I’m sorry this came a little late. 

 

If any of these tips work for you and you benefited from it, please let me know. And if you 

have even better ideas for publishing a best-seller and enjoying steady sales after launch, please 

let me know this as well so that I can incorporate this in the next edition of my launch plan. I 

will give you a free copy of my updated version for sure and this way we all benefit.  

 

Or you can write to me and ask for a copy or to stay in touch.  I love to hear about your successes 

and funny bloopers too. Send me a link of your new release to mimi.emmanuel@gmail.com. 

 

I wish you much success as you publish your book and hope that some of the info in this book 

will help you along the way. If it did, I would love you to leave an honest review at Amazon 

and if it didn’t I’d love to hear from you on how I can improve. 

 

Whatever it takes, stick in those earplugs or headphones, lock yourself up in the closet and get 

these 30 writing minutes out of the way first thing in the morning; and before you know it, 

you’ll be sharing your bestseller with me. Better still, send me an autographed copy!  

 

I’m counting on it and looking forward to it! You all rock!! I LOVE YOU!! 

 

Mimi 

 

If you like to send me a copy of your new release, and I would LOVE to get an autographed 

copy, please send this: attention Mimi Emmanuel, care of Craignish Post Office, 4655 

Queensland Australia. 

http://liveforeverhowto.us3.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=6a0e00ca2b56bfb0a993490de&id=6bdb5309e7
http://liveforeverhowto.us3.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=6a0e00ca2b56bfb0a993490de&id=6bdb5309e7
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TO-DO OVERVIEW 
1. Find a mentor, a helper, a buddy, don’t do this on your own 

2. Make sure that your book is edited properly 

3. Get a professionally designed cover 

4. Find a good formatter for your interior 

5. Consider if you want a hard copy 

6. Consider if you want an audio book 

7. Create a landing page to drive traffic to your book 

8. Organise your PROMOS early, some need a month in advance 

9. Have social media in place, examples below 

10. Open Facebook account and/or Facebook author page 

11. Create a launch team group on Facebook 

12. Open Twitter account 

13. Start blog on Wordpress, Blogger or Tumbler to drive traffic to book 

14. Open Goodreads account 

15.  Contact bloggers, influencers, podcasters in your niche 

16. Consider publishing options: Amazon, Lulu, Smashwords, Barnes & Noble 

17. Sign up to relevant Facebook groups 

18. Join www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty for all the USEFUL TIPS  

19. Decide what country to publish book in and open up Amazon account 

20. Decide to be part of lending library or not 

21. Decide if people can preview inside book before purchase 

22. Decide if you want to do a count down deal 

23. Create book description 

24. Create author description  

25. Get testimonials  

26. Decide on categories/keywords 

27. Decide on price 

28. Publish book on Amazon 

29. Officially launch book, invite all your friends 

30. Promos in place, reviews, downloads and sales. 

31. Celebrate!! Looking forward to the invite! 

 
  

http://www.facebook.com/groups/booklaunchparty
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USEFUL TIPS 
USEFUL TIP – GET A HELPER 

Get yourself mentors, an accountability buddy and if you can a helper and/or a VA. It'll make 

a world of difference to the enjoyment of the whole process. Decide what process you're 

following and don't get side-tracked. MASSIVE THANK YOU! to my accountability buddies, 

you know who you are! You can find a VA on Fiverr, Freelancer or Upworks. I mentioned my 

favourite elsewhere in this Launch plan. 

 

USEFUL TIP 2. – AUTOMATE 

Sign up for free with MailChimp and automate clear and short emails, including the name of 

the book, cover image, name of the author, and launch date, as well as an Amazon link and 

PDF or ARC (Advance Reader Copy) so that people have time to read the book before the 

official launch. That makes it easier to leave a review when you request. Keep your email short 

and sweet! 

Here’s another way to find reviewers for your book www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-get-book-

reviews-with-no-blog-no-list-and-no-begging 

 

USEFUL TIP 3. - HASHTAG 

Remember to hashtag your post so that people can easily find you. I used the following 

hashtags for my book:  

 #health #allergies #freebook #greatreads #free #bookbuzzr #faith #launchparty 

You can also hashtag the name of your book for instance #mystoryofsurvival. By typing this 

in the Facebook browser, all my posts should come up quickly in my Facebook feed so that I 

can check regularly to see if anyone responded and follow up easily. 

 

USEFUL TIP 4. – DONE IS BETTER THAN PERFECT 

'Done is better than perfect,' is one of Chandler’s favourite quotes, and I wholeheartedly agree, 

but that does not mean that I cannot make little tweaks here and there as they are pointed out 

to me. Such as, for instance, eliminate some of the words that I overuse. Some writers use the 

http://www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-get-book-reviews-with-no-blog-no-list-and-no-begging
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-get-book-reviews-with-no-blog-no-list-and-no-begging
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
https://www.facebook.com/notes/this-is-fun-launch-party/launch-plan/897198183681900
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word ‘believe’ a lot and other use the word ‘that’ a lot, or the word ‘think.’ I’ll go through the 

manuscript and try to edit some of these out. 

It's good practice to go through your document and weed out some of the words you tend to 

overuse by using the find function in word. 

 

USEFUL TIP 5. – CHECK AND CHECK AGAIN 

Check and check again if an important email actually sent. I cannot count the times that an 

email did not send and I was completely oblivious to this. Make sure to check that important 

emails actually go as you press that button! It is a good idea to send a copy to yourself also, 

this way you get to see what it looks like and if this copy does not arrive go chase it up and 

find out what happened. 

 

USEFUL TIP 6. – FACTOR IN EXTRA TIME 

Factor in extra time for hiccups, goblins, health, and so on. 

Also, I did not do this, but, I wish that I had made a calendar with to-do's on it. The SPS course 

I'm following provides a step-by-step calendar, but I am a very visual person and wish that I 

had created a large wall map of steps to take. As in: this week, write book, get beta readers, 

next step editor, next step cover, next step upload to Amazon, and so on, in big bold letters. I 

would find that very comforting. As such I have created the TO-DO OVERVIEW. All you 

need to do is add in your dates. 

 

USEFUL TIP 7. – IT SUPPORT 

The best decision we ever made is to sign up with Telstra Platinum. For $15/month we receive 

24-hour-a-day service where someone answers our call about any kind of computer or Internet 

hiccup. See if you can find an equivalent in your area. It has helped us out quite a bit and we 

highly recommend it. Whatever you decide to do, it is a good idea to make sure that you have 

reliable IT support. This way, interruptions become minor hiccups instead of major disasters. 

 

USEFUL TIP 8. – REST REGULARLY 

Rest one full day each week. Good for your soul, your heart, and your health. And your family 

will love you for it!  
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USEFUL TIP 9. – UPLOAD WORD DOC 

Here is a link to Amazon, https://authorcentral.amazon.com . You really don't need a formatter 

if you just have plain writing (and no graphics) in your book. Supported formats are 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2GF0UFHIYG9VQ. Amazon tells you what to do 

step-by-step in their Simplified Formatting Guide ,  

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6.  Here are File Formatting Tips 

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A14LJ3QNDNO64G. The easiest and quickest way is 

to just upload your Word Doc to Amazon. This will allow you to preview your book on many 

different platforms and make adjustments when necessary. Kindle likes plain writing: if you 

can avoid it, stay away from graphics and tables. If you need a formatter, however, I don’t think 

it comes any better than Angelique www.facebook.com/amroczka  

 

USEFUL TIP 10. – AMAZON HELP DESK 

As part of the SPS course we have access to Kindletrend.com which makes it very easy to find 

the right categories. Check out your Kindle Trend!! There's also help from Amazon  

(https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41) and plain common sense tells 

you where your book belongs whilst not trying to compete with the big guys.  

Don’t worry if your categories don’t show up in the upload portal. Trust me, Amazon is 

working FOR and not AGAINST you. They are trying to sell books; that is their business. I 

found their help desk to be excellent and very quick. 

 

USEFUL TIP 11. – USE KEYWORD TOOLS 

Use Amazon’s tool (https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3FF5LDVZ0LE9I) and pick 

trending keywords for your kind of book. Also look under FUN TIPS for handy keyword tools 

and check out this article www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-choose-kindle-keywords.  

 

USEFUL TIP 12. – WHEN STUCK ASK FOR HELP 

If you get stuck, ask others to help you with this. Sometimes we're just too close to it and cannot 

get perspective. This is where a launch team and SPS school come in handy. You can run stuff 

past them. There’s also, in the Amazon portal, a list of HTML code, which you can utilise to 

make your description look a little more interesting. Look under Supported HTML for Book 

Description.  https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A377RPHW6ZG4D8  

https://authorcentral.amazon.com/
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2GF0UFHIYG9VQ
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A17W8UM0MMSQX6
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A14LJ3QNDNO64G
http://www.facebook.com/amroczka
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FKindletrend.com%2F&h=zAQEBpSD7&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fkdp.amazon.com%2Fhelp%3FtopicId%3DA200PDGPEIQX41&h=NAQEyIDXv&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fkdp.amazon.com%2Fhelp%3FtopicId%3DA3FF5LDVZ0LE9I&h=gAQF7iDyp&s=1
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/how-to-choose-kindle-keywords
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A377RPHW6ZG4D8
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USEFUL TIP 13. – UTILISE FREE SERVICES WHEN POSSIBLE 

Unless you have deep pockets, go with a free landing page. Even your own website should do. 

I like booklaunch.io because one page is free and took me around 15 minutes to set up. You 

can also set up with Instapage and Leadpages but both will charge a monthly fee. 

 

At some stage you'll want these things set up: 

1. A Facebook page so that you can participate in the Facebook group and set up a launch team. 

2. A landing page with a little blurb which tells people what your book is about. 

3. This landing page could have a button so that people can sign up to your launch team, and/or 

a. Download a review copy of your book which is called advance reader copy (ACR) in lingo, 

and/or 

b. Sign up to receive a free Kindle when this becomes available, and/or 

d. A page to direct people to your Amazon page. 

4. Booklaunch provides 4 social share buttons, Google+, Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. 

 

If you check out my http://booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival, people can 

sign up to be notified when the FREE Kindle becomes available or they can purchase a copy 

from Amazon. 

 

USEFUL TIP 14. – KEEP IT SHORT AND SWEET 

Keep your emails short and sweet. I didn't, and actually it is embarrassing to send a long email; 

I wish I hadn't. I will study MailChimp and learn how to send out a sophisticated-looking email 

next time. I know this is the second time I mention it. But this is only because twice I sent out 

an embarrassingly long email and I wish I hadn’t. 

 

USEFUL TIP15. – REST 

Rest one full day each week. Good for your soul, your heart and your health. And your family 

will love you for it!  

 

USEFUL TIP 16. – STUDY PRICING 

Why settle on US $3.89, at least for the time being? 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbooklaunch.io%2Fmystoryofsurvival%2Fmystoryofsurvival&h=DAQEQ_a_B&s=1
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Because this is what some of the greats on Amazon have their books listed at. Look at what the 

top-sellers price their books at. My book is actually still at 99 cents, in January because for 

US$8.99 I booked a month-long Twitter promo with Divyesh Pratap Singh from ‘Beingauthor’ 

admin@beingauthor.com, to have my book tweeted daily to 165000 twitter followers at 99 

cents and therefore I cannot change the price yet. I am not sure how this promotion is working 

out. 

 

Just recently a fellow author, some-one with a quick and sharp mind 

 www.amzn.com/B018RI1HSU  pointed out the following to me that KDP helps with the 

pricing of your book. They give suggestions as to what other books in your category are priced 

at. You can do this as follows; Go to KDP bookshelf. Click on ‘Promote and advertise’ button 

> Under the title of your book select the middle option ‘Rights & Pricing > Scroll to ‘9. Set 

Your Pricing and Royalty’ and > Click on ‘View Service’ button. 

You now have a tailor-made price recommendation just for your book. Thank you Joanne Jast 

for this tip! 

 

 

 

USEFUL TIP 17. – GOOGLE DOCS 

My daughter created a spread sheet for me in Google Docs, which I can access from my desktop 

as well as my laptop and has all the names of my TEAM members and their details on it. This 

mailto:admin@beingauthor.com
http://www.amzn.com/B018RI1HSU
http://amzn.com/B018RI1HSU
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is really handy so that I can: A) access it from all my systems and B) it is very easy to paste 

multiple email addresses into the ‘”to” field of my email client. My daughter told me about 

Google Docs years ago, and I never bothered using it. But now I am very happy to utilise this 

handy tool. Another awesome feature of Google docs is that two people can near enough work 

simultaneously on the same document.  

The only thing I didn’t like about Google docs is that I wasn’t aware that it can be formatted. 

But a kind friend sent me this link and, yes you can format Google docs  

http://coolcatteacher.blogspot.co.uk/2013/08/beginners-simple-guide-to-using.html. 

 

USEFUL TIP 18. – INFLUENCERS 

I haven’t had good success so far with writing to influencers. I’m not even a bleep on their 

radar screen - yet.  

Don't get discouraged if you write to networks and influencers and don't get the right response. 

Fine-tune your writing and ask those who received a positive response about their formula. 

Uberflip gives good advice on how to contact top influencers. 

 http://hub.uberflip.com/h/i/80266917-5-strategies-to-get-top-influencers-to-share-your-

content 

 

USEFUL TIP19. – PUBLISH EARLY 

Publish well before your launch date, because my descriptions keeps hiccupping and it takes 

time for Amazon to respond to your request for the proper category and so on. If you publish 

early, you'll have time to change things here and there.  

 

Some promo sites won’t book a promo for your book unless you already have a number of four 

or five star reviews. This is another reason to upload your manuscript early so that you give 

some readers the opportunity to leave a review before the launch date. 

 

At some stage I thought that publishing early meant that I was missing out on the buzz of being 

listed as a ‘hot new release’ during launch. But this thought proved to be mistaken, because 

weeks after launch My Story of Survival was still listed as a ‘hot new release.’ 

 

USEFUL TIP 20. – CONSIDER PURPOSE OF BOOK 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fhub.uberflip.com%2Fh%2Fi%2F80266917-5-strategies-to-get-top-influencers-to-share-your-content&h=HAQHSckON&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fhub.uberflip.com%2Fh%2Fi%2F80266917-5-strategies-to-get-top-influencers-to-share-your-content&h=HAQHSckON&s=1
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Consider your why and what the purpose of your book is and where you want to take it before 

you decide on pricing and positioning. Permafree can be a good promotional tool, but won’t 

give you an instant income.  

USEFUL TIP 21. – JOIN GROUPS AT GOODREADS 

When you sign up with Goodreads, take a moment to check out the groups and join some of 

them. I am a member of various groups at Goodreads, including ‘Support for Indie Authors 

Group’ and ‘Readers and Writers’ and ‘Aussie Readers.’ You can find my account at 

Goodreads here: www.goodreads.com/author/show/14731418.Mimi_Emmanuel. 

It is good practice to befriend one and other on your social media platforms because obviously 

the bigger your network is the more exposure for your business.  You can sign up with 

Goodreads here  www.goodreads.com/user/sign_up?connect_prompt=true. 

 

USEFUL TIP 22. - DO SOMETHING THAT YOU REALLY ENJOY 

On your rest day do something that you really enjoy, whatever that is. Walking on the beach 

or sleeping in all day. Drinking margaritas whilst watching the whales through your binoculars 

from your front porch.  

Or cloud surf, as I do from my veranda; stretching my eyes, following the clouds whilst rocking 

on my recliner, spiritually recharging for the week to come. 

 

USEFUL TIP 23. – ASK TO BE FEATURED 

There are many useful tips in ‘Self-publishing Hacks No-One Tells You About’ and one useful 

tip I gleaned is that you can actually approach Amazon and ask to be featured. Did you know 

that? I didn’t, so now I’ll be following up on that. Just make sure that you pitch the right editor! 

The following link provides various email addresses for the different departments at Amazon.  

www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200741600 

 

USEFUL TIP 24. – JOIN OVER 100 RELEVANT FACEBOOK GROUPS 

You can go to my Facebook page www.facebook.com/live4everhowto and look under groups 

and use these groups to get a collection of places where you can post your free ebook and 99 

cent discounted book during promo days. At some stage I may make my groups private so go 

there whilst you can; you can befriend me or like my page whilst you’re at it. 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/14731418.Mimi_Emmanuel
http://www.goodreads.com/user/sign_up?connect_prompt=true
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200741600
http://www.facebook.com/live4everhowto
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USEFUL TIP 25. – BOOK PROMOS 

I am still working through the list below with regards to booking promos and so on. 

www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites/ and  

www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books/.   

Kindlepreneur also did an article on how to figure out if a site is worth advertising on and you 

can see for yourself here www.kindlepreneur.com/2-easy-steps-to-discover-where-to-

advertise-your-ebook/.  

 

USEFUL TIP 26 – APPROACH BLOGGERS 

If you want to receive advice from John Kremer personalised for your book you can contact 

him on JohnKremer@bookmarket.com. His book ‘1001 Ways to Market your Book’ is a 

classic and I highly recommend it. Target bloggers that blog about your niche because they are 

very likely to accept an article written by you about your book if this is relevant to their site. 

 

USEFUL TIP 27. – RECORDING AUDIO 

Below are the links I found which will help you create an audio file. 

www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-deal/200497690  

www.timgrahl.com/how-to-self-publish-an-audiobook-on-audible-com 

www.theworldsgreatestbook.com/acx/  

www.acx.com/help/authors-as-narrators/200626860  

www.acx.com/help/acx-audio-submission-requirements/201456300  

 

USEFUL TIP 28. – BACK UP YOUR CLAIMS 

Done is better than perfect for sure. But whenever possible, back up your claims and writing 

because this adds credibility to your book. You can do so in footnotes or at the back of the book 

or incorporate these facts into your writing.  This seems like a small suggestion but it can make 

all the difference to the readability of your book and your believability.  

 

USEFUL TIP 29. – MARKETING RESOURCES 

Book Marketing Resources courtesy Tim Grahl, www.timgrahl.com/resources  

 

http://www.bookmarketingbestsellers.com/101-ebook-listing-and-book-review-websites/
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/list-sites-promote-free-amazon-books/
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/2-easy-steps-to-discover-where-to-advertise-your-ebook/
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/2-easy-steps-to-discover-where-to-advertise-your-ebook/
mailto:JohnKremer@bookmarket.com
http://www.acx.com/help/what-s-the-deal/200497690
http://www.timgrahl.com/how-to-self-publish-an-audiobook-on-audible-com
http://www.theworldsgreatestbook.com/acx/
http://www.acx.com/help/authors-as-narrators/200626860
http://www.acx.com/help/acx-audio-submission-requirements/201456300
http://www.timgrahl.com/resources
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USEFUL TIP 30. – REST IS GOOD FOR YOU, DO IT!! 

If you never take time to rest, you’ll eventually end up a basket case. REST a full day a week 

at a minimum for a healthy life and healthy relationships. 

 

USEFUL TIP 31. – HAVE TWO CLOCKS HANDY 

If you don’t live in the US and you are publishing outside the US, get two clocks going: one 

for US time and one for your local time. This way you cannot go wrong. Brisbane Australia 

time was 18 hours ahead of Amazon time when I launched and I certainly had to do some mind 

gymnastics to stay on top this ‘timewarp.’ 

 

USEFUL TIP 32. – PROMOTE ON FACEBOOK GROUPS 

It is useful to know that when you submit a link to promotional Facebook groups, some of these 

groups will allow you to post your link to an additional 20 or so groups. It is also a good idea 

to sign up to Google Docs if you haven’t done so already. It is super easy in Google Docs to 

create a spreadsheet and keep track of where you have posted what. 
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YOU ARE AMAZING FUN TIPS 

To my wonderful team, you are all amazing! Thank you 

for being part of my Team! 

FUN TIP MY TOOLKIT AND RESOURCES 

My 31 USEFUL TIPS and 31 FUN TIPS are all part of my toolkit and resources, which I would 

like to share with you because you are AWESOME!! And as a “thank you” for being part of 

my Team.  

 

FUN TIP MORE TOOLKITS 

Some other toolkits that I’ve come across that are very useful courtesy of Taylor Pearson 

Free SEO toolkit by  

www.microsoft.com/web/seo and a whole bunch of free resources courtesy Ali Mese 

www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-

know/#gref  

 

FUN TIP 1. ENTREPRENEURS ALERT  

Sell your expertise online and you set the fee!! Check it out at www.clarity.fm You decide on 

your expertise, the time, the fee. And if you're not sure what your expertise is, you can book 

one of the experts and ask for their advice. Love to hear how this works out for you! 

 

FUN TIP 2. BOOK AWARDS 

Find book awards www.selfpublishingadvice.org/50-book-awards to see if your book could fit 

into any of those categories for more exposure. 

 

FUN TIP 3. CREATE WORDLES 

Quick word cloud creator. You can use it 'as is' or start tweaking it for more professional results. 

Make sure your Java is up-to-date. I love this fun stuff. www.wordle.net 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/web/seo/
http://www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-know/#gref
http://www.thenextweb.com/dd/2015/02/18/300-awesome-free-things-massive-list-free-resources-know/#gref
http://www.clarity.fm/
http://www.selfpublishingadvice.org/50-book-awards/
http://www.wordle.net/
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FUN TIP 4. WHERE TO PROMOTE FREE BOOKS 

Apart from all the obvious places such as your social media, friends, family and private emails, 

this link will tell you where to list your free ebook so that the world can find out about it. 

www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-

promo  

 

FUN TIP 5. STRATEGIES AND TOOLS TO FIND READERS 

Various strategies and over one hundred tools to find readers and reviewers courtesy of Sabrina 

from www.digitalpubbing.com/7-strategies-and-94-tools-to-help-indie-authors-find-readers-

and-reviewers 

 

FUN TIP 6. HASHTAGS 

Top hashtags for Instagram can be found here http://top-hashtags.com/instagram/ and here 

http://goo.gl/BRUxhm.  Hashtags help people find your services, and are useful for Twitter and 

Facebooks posts, also. Just Google for the trending hashtags in your category. 

Hashtags should help you find back your Facebook post if you add the name of your book as a 

hashtag in your post. More FUN hashtag links here http://hashtagify.me and www.hashtags.org 

www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook 

 

FUN TIP 7. LANDING PAGE 

A good idea to set up and send out to reviewers as well as potential buyers of our book. 

My favourite at the moment is free and lives at  

www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival 

 

FUN TIP 8. SALES RANK CALCULATOR 

This handy little tool will let you know how many books the competition is selling on Amazon 

www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator   

 

FUN TIP 9. FREE BACKGROUNDS 

http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
http://www.openworldmag.com/dominate-amazon-bestseller-54-resources-kindle-countdown-promo
http://www.digitalpubbing.com/7-strategies-and-94-tools-to-help-indie-authors-find-readers-and-reviewers
http://www.digitalpubbing.com/7-strategies-and-94-tools-to-help-indie-authors-find-readers-and-reviewers
http://top-hashtags.com/instagram/
http://goo.gl/BRUxhm
http://hashtagify.me/
http://www.hashtags.org/
http://www.marketergizmo.com/a-beginners-guide-to-hashtag-use-on-facebook/
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://www.kindlepreneur.com/amazon-kdp-sales-rank-calculator
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This site has a zillion backgrounds for your graphics which you can download and use FOR 

FREE!! www.pexels.com Not quite a zillion yet but it will soon when we all start contributing 

our own backgrounds to share. 

 

FUN TIP 10.  HELP A REPORTER 

Get exposure for your cause/book and help a reporter at the same time. If you are looking for 

a reporter to report you story... you need to know that reporters are actually looking for you to 

help them out. Sign up to HARO and give a reporter a helping hand whilst furthering your 

cause.  www.helpareporter.com 

 

FUN TIP 11. KEYWORDS AND CATEGORIES IN KINDLE 

It is good to know that Amazon gives tips and hints about selecting the right categories and 

keywords here https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A200PDGPEIQX41 

and here https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2EZES9JAJ6H02  

 

FUN TIP 12. KINDLE TEXTBOOK CREATOR 

Kindle Textbook Creator convert pdfs of your textbooks and other educational material that 

contain rich graphics (like charts, graphs, and equations) and add audio, video, or image popups 

for Kindle devices and apps. What is good to know is that when you use this Creator 'previews' 

are not allowed. https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3IWA2TQYMZ5J6 

 

FUN TIP 13. GUMROAD HELPS WITH DIGITAL DOWNLOADS 

Gumroad helps you sell your product to your audience for free or a fee set by your audience. 

What I like about Gumroad is that you can sell your products on their site, physical as well as 

digital and there is no fee for this. I really like the Gumroad team. You can sign up with them 

here www.gumroad.com, and this is my Gumroad shop at https://gumroad.com/mosaichouse  

 

FUN TIP 14. GRAFFITI 

Graffiti Creator is a lot of fun to play with on a rainy day. www.graffiticreator.net  

 

 

http://www.pexels.com/
http://www.helpareporter.com/
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fkdp.amazon.com%2Fhelp%3FtopicId%3DA200PDGPEIQX41&h=EAQErbwHv&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fkdp.amazon.com%2Fhelp%3FtopicId%3DA2EZES9JAJ6H02&h=tAQEAS8UO&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fkdp.amazon.com%2Fhelp%3FtopicId%3DA3IWA2TQYMZ5J6&h=9AQEmsfo9&s=1
http://www.gumroad.com/
https://gumroad.com/mosaichouse
http://www.graffiticreator.net/
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FUN TIP 15. PINTEREST 

Follow these instructions to promote your book on Pinterest.  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0IOACXao9o&feature=youtu.be  

 

FUN TIP 16. SHORT URL 

It can be handy to have a short URL for sharing your book on social media, particularly Twitter 

where only 140 characters are allowed. For instance, look at my at how my launch page URL 

gets transformed from www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival into 

http://goo.gl/JTldhe by using https://goo.gl/  

The cool thing appears to be that if you're with Google, it keeps track of how many people use 

your URL to view or download, and this can be useful when you pay for promos to know where 

you get the most downloads. You can create as many new URLs as you like to see which links 

are the most used and get the best results. 

 

A word of caution: there are whispers that Amazon does not like short URLs and Amazon 

prefers that you use the URL provided by them by clicking on the share button on the right 

hand side of your Amazon product page little bit down. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0IOACXao9o&feature=youtu.be
http://www.booklaunch.io/mystoryofsurvival/mystoryofsurvival
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fgoo.gl%2FJTldhe&h=xAQHlLyIT&s=1
https://goo.gl/
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FUN TIP 17. CREATE POLLS 

To find out what your followers want you can create a poll at http://tally.tl 

or www.surveymonkey.com  

 

FUN TIP 18. CREATE YOUR OWN GRAPHICS 

At www.canva.com you'll find an amazing free resource which you can utilise to make your 

own banners, Facebook and Twitter images, book covers... you name it! Enjoy! 

 

FUN TIP 19. PLATFORM FOR EXPOSURE 

Have you heard of Thunderclap? (www.thunderclap.it) Well, I hadn't either till my internet 

buddy Kingston told me about it. http://bit.ly/1J60t9L. You can check it out here  

www.thunderclap.it/projects/32703-start-with-a-small-project and test drive it to see what you 

think. 

 

FUN TIP 20. HEADLINE WRITING TOOL 

Try out this nifty little tool which allows you to analyse the strength of your headline for free 

at http://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer 

 

http://tally.tl/
http://www.surveymonkey.com/
http://www.canva.com/
http://www.thunderclap.it/
http://bit.ly/1J60t9L
http://www.thunderclap.it/projects/32703-start-with-a-small-project
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fcoschedule.com%2Fheadline-analyzer&h=oAQEqFgXM&s=1
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FUN TIP 21. MORE ON KEYWORDS/SEO 

If you’re still not clear on keywords, this link should do the trick because it is a very succinct 

beginners guide to SEO/keyword research. https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo/keyword-

research and the Secrets of Amazon SEO www.semrush.com/blog/the-secrets-of-amazon-seo 

as well as www.kwfinder.com.  

 

FUN TIP 22. MORE ON KEYWORDS 

Here’s a nifty little keyword tool which is called The Best Alternative To Google Keyword 

Planner And Other Keyword Research Tools. The free version of Keyword Tool generates up 

to 750+ long-tail keyword suggestions for every search term. It is said to work 99.99% of the 

time. And you can use Keyword Tool absolutely for free, even without creating an account. 

www.keywordtool.io 

 

FUN TIP 23. SMART LINKS  

I do not know if it is a good thing, but it is available here https://manage.smarturl.it/  and here 

http://affiliate-geo-target.com/amazon.html the smart link generator creates links for your book 

for all the different countries. And you end up with just one link like this http://lrd.to/My-Story-

Of-Survival  

I actually couldn’t make it work myself (i.e. the link did not work when I pasted it in my 

browser, and I ended up going to the various stores in the various countries to create unique 

URLs for my book as follows. 

UK www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B018QDEKXK 

US www.amzn.com/B018QDEKXK 

AUS www.amazon.com.au/dp/B018QDEKXK 

 

FUN TIP 24. AUTOGRAPH YOUR BOOK  

I just Googled this because guess what? Some beautiful soul sent me a private Facebook 

message asking me to send her an autographed copy of my book!! What??? Little ol' me? I've 

been giggling for the last half hour... at least. My daughter said I better get used to it... which 

made me giggle even more.  

And then I Googled some... cause I've never given this any thought, nor do I have a hard copy 

yet, so I better get onto it. 

http://www.semrush.com/blog/the-secrets-of-amazon-seo
http://www.kwfinder.com/
http://www.keywordtool.io/
https://manage.smarturl.it/
http://affiliate-geo-target.com/amazon.html
http://lrd.to/My-Story-Of-Survival
http://lrd.to/My-Story-Of-Survival
http://www.amzn.com/B018QDEKXK
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Here are two links on how to autograph your book.  

http://authoritypublishing.com/book-marketing/how-to-autograph-books and  

http://maryrobinettekowal.com/journal/debut-author-lessons-10-things-about-signing-books 

 

FUN TIP 25. COMPUTER SAFETY  

Become an official hacker and learn how to keep your computer safe. Our local bank will train 

you to become a hacker for FREE... really! This way you will know as much, if not more than 

the unofficial hackers. You can sign up here  www.openlearning.com/courses/sec 

That is a good way to keep your computer safe. 

 

FUN TIP 26. AFFILIATES 

Don’t underestimate the potential income that affiliates can bring you. I have not before entered 

into any affiliate ship with anyone other than Iherb once gave me a link, and I highly 

recommend them as an excellent place to get fantastic value health supplements. If you were 

to shop at www.Iherb.com for the first time and enter code MIN221, you will receive a five or 

ten dollar discount on your first order. I have also signed up with Amazon as an affiliate. This 

is my store link http://astore.amazon.com/mosaichouse-20, and partnered with SPS 

https://xe172.isrefer.com/go/video1/havingFUN because I am so stoked with their services that 

I’ll be highly recommending them wherever I go.  

 

FUN TIP 27. READABILITY CHECKER. 

How readable is your writing? www.thewriter.com/what-we-think/readability-checker  

 

FUN TIP 28. FREE REVIEWS  

If your book has a genuine Christian flavour, this group will help you get your first ten reviews 

on Amazon. Check with the administrator if this is for fiction only or non-fiction also. 

www.facebook.com/groups/Christianfictionreviewers. 

 

FUN TIP 29. TWITTER 

Sign up for free with www.commun.it. They'll tweet a thank you for you when someone 

follows you. I doubled my followers after I signed up with them. 

http://authoritypublishing.com/book-marketing/how-to-autograph-books/
http://maryrobinettekowal.com/journal/debut-author-lessons-10-things-about-signing-books/
http://www.openlearning.com/courses/sec
http://www.thewriter.com/what-we-think/readability-checker/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/Christianfictionreviewers
http://www.commun.it/
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FUN TIP 30. CREATE A FLIP BOOK 

I have a flipbook builder but paid money for mine. This tool appears to be completely free and 

after download you can create a flipbook with HTML5, which works on most browsers and 

devices. www.turnjs.com 

 

FUN TIP 31.. BOOK COVER 

Nehara from Fiverr made my book cover for five bucks.  

www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-

cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e 

 

  

http://www.turnjs.com/
http://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
http://www.fiverr.com/creativelog/design-a-professional-eye-catching-ebook-cover-or-kindle-cover-boxcd-cover?funnel=7e905563-a7db-447f-b1ba-b3d6fc67a18e
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Easy shopping list for 

HEALTHY, TASTY, and NUTRITIOUS food  

to prepare DELICIOUS meals. 

Daily boiled vegetables of 30% cruciferous, 30% root, and 30% leafy greens, with 10% herbs. 

My diet consists of around 80% boiled vegetables and 10% protein and 10% carbohydrates. 

PROTEIN   
Fish such as sardines, salmon, kippers, anchovies or mackerel, organic meat, lactose-free 

cheese, chicken, lentils, beans, eggs, and tofu. (I don’t eat tofu, lentils, beans, or meat myself) 

CARBODYDRATES  
Organic rice, quinoa and gluten-free bread and pasta such as rice noodles.  

FATS  
Organic butter, cold-pressed organic virgin olive or coconut oil, and sour cream. 

CRUCIFEROUS VEGETABLES 
Any combination of vegetables in season: broccoli, Brussels sprouts, onion, garlic, cauliflower, 

and any colour cabbage. 

ROOT VEGETABLES 
Any combination of root vegetables in season such as sweet potato, carrot, swedes, turnips, 

beetroot and also pumpkin of any kind. 

LEAFY GREENS  
Any combination of whatever is in season such as spinach, silver beet, coloured chard, various 

kinds of kale, bokchoy, and other varieties of Asian greens. Also nasturtium leaves as well as 

flowers and rocket. We add green beans, fennel, and celery to this mix also. 

HERBS 
Basil, coriander, oregano, lovage, continental parsley, thyme, rosemary, and mint. 

SPICES 
Sea salt, ginger, kelp, turmeric, cayenne pepper, and garlic. 

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS 
Hummus, tahini, tamari, miso paste, guacamole, and mustard. 

OTHER 
Organic apples, lemon, pawpaw, purple chips, miso, herbal teas, dried shitake mushrooms, 

figs, and once in a blue moon we get nuts and bananas. 
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ELMINATION DIET 
WHY GO ON AN ELIMINATION DIET? 

There are many different reasons ranging from severe health problems to experiencing slight 

discomfort after eating certain foods. Usually people go on elimination diet to figure out why 

their health is declining or why their digestive system is upset. 

 

BEFORE YOU CONSIDER GOING ON AN ELIMINATION DIET. 

When your health is declining and/or your digestive system is upset, PLEASE go see a doctor 

and have him check you out and follow the doctor’s advice. If you do not get the results you’re 

after get a referral to a dietician and/or visit a nutritionist or a naturopath. Only consider going 

on an elimination diet after this. There could be all different kinds of reasons why you’re not 

feeling on top of the world, and you owe it to yourself to see a qualified medical health 

practitioner to help you get to the bottom of this. 

 

HOW DOES ONE GO ON AN ELIMINATION DIET? 

Take it easy. If you expect too much, you're likely to fail. In our clinics, people were told to 

only eat brown or white rice for 3 days, as much as they liked, but nothing else aside from the 

rice, other than water. Then slowly add back in the various food groups one at a time to see if 

they were tolerated. Needless to say that many people failed because they simply weren't able 

to eat food as bland as that. 

 

If you are able to do this, I would say give it a go, because this is the quickest way you're likely 

to find out what foods cause you trouble. I wasn't able to do this because I couldn't tolerate rice 

either. 

 

WHAT IS NOT ALLOWED? 

Okay, you're going to hate me saying this, but chances are that the food you like the most and 

find the hardest to give up is the food that gives you the most grief. Sorry, but you asked. That 

just seems to be the way it works. After a period of time our system tends to become sensitive 

to our favourite foods. I used to LOVE a little chocolate mousse, which I bought from our local 

supermarket. One day, bam! Even a few tiny spoonfuls gave me a massive migraine. Did they 

put different additives in the mousse? Unlikely, because my daughters could still eat the same 

product, without any trouble. 

 

If you are not able to let go of your favourite foods for a while you are unlikely to discover 

what is upsetting your gut. All through my childhood I suffered from a sore tummy after meals. 

It wasn't till I left home that this stopped. I also stopped having yogurt at the same time. All 

through my childhood I suffered from sinus problems. After I left home I stopped eating dairy, 

and for the first time my nostrils sucked in fresh air. Nowadays I can have minimal (organic 

and/or lactose free) amounts as long as I take digestive enzymes with it. 
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The main culprits for most people tend to be dairy, eggs, soy, gluten, fast foods, alcohol, coffee, 

and sugary flavoured and processed foods. Most of the things that you normally eat or drink 

are suspects unless this is organic, fresh, and unprocessed. The less processed the food, the less 

stress is caused to any of your organs. 

 

All your favourites, such as ice creams, cookies, chocolate, coffee, and so on are potentially 

problematic. Usually the foods which are the hardest to let go of are the more processed foods. 

I've never heard anyone say that they cannot live one day without their broccoli. If you buy 

tins, and packaged foods, and I suggest that you don’t, but if you do buy tins, look for those 

without additives such as salt and sugar and colours and flavours. 

 

In my case, I could not tolerate any sugar either, no flours of any kind, no beans, no seeds, no 

nuts. I couldn't eat meat (too hard to digest), and even fresh fish straight from the fishery caused 

me grief. Tofu didn't work for me, nor did dairy or cheeses. 

 

I wasn't able to eat onion or garlic, none of the sulphurous foods that everyone raves about 

these days such as broccoli, cabbage, kale, Brussels sprouts. All of these would give me 

massive cramps and bloating to the point where it became extremely painful and unbearable. 

 

Google may well be your best friend, and there are some very well-though-out elimination 

charts on the Web from reputable sources. If you were to be as brazen as try my suggestions, 

this will be entirely AT YOUR OWN RISK!! Because it worked for me does not mean that it 

will work for you; I am not medically qualified!! 

 

WHAT IS ALLOWED ON MY ELIMINATION DIET? 

Vegetable soups are allowed. But I would not add potato or tomato or capsicum or beans or 

zucchini or kale to the soup. Only if you know 100% for sure that these foods cause no problem 

would I add them to the soup. 

 

Vegetable soups are a good idea because they will give you the minerals you need in an easily 

digestible format, as well as the fibre we need to be able to process food. Throughout the day 

you can have a light vegetable soup, as much as you like, hot or cold, with for instance, 

shredded spinach, green beans, parsley, coriander, gluten-free noodles, dried shitake 

mushrooms, and a little miso for flavour.  At night you can have a soup made of root vegetables 

such as carrot and beetroot or sweet potato, and maybe pumpkin. 

 

You can drink filtered water, green juices, herbal teas, and eat meat that comes from organic 

grass-fed cows, organic eggs, and fish. Eggs are known to cause problems, but organic eggs 

often can be tolerated. For this reason, it's best to start without eggs and add them in later. 

 

SO WHAT TO DO? 

Consider the rice-only diet. If you cannot hack that, consider my ten-ingredient-only diet (read 

My Story of Survival) or the vegetable soups.  

 

FIRST SEE A DOCTOR, PLEASE. 

http://amzn.com/B018QDEKXK
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The main thing to consider when your gut is upset is first of all see a doctor and have him check 

you over to make sure that there is nothing really sinister going on. Then follow up on your 

doctor’s advice. If you get no joy out of this I would recommend you see a dietician, nutritionist 

and or a naturopath.  

 

If you still, despite following their recommendations, are not improving, you can consider my 

suggestions. They worked for me after trial and error after I experienced problems with my 

gut, my heart, my appendix, gallbladder, and pancreas.  

 

I found that for a number of years I had to cut out all fats and oils because my pancreas was 

not able to tolerate any. My gallbladder would get upset with minty things such as herbal mint 

teas and so on. My heart would burn after fatty foods. Trial and error led me to the diet that 

worked for me. But everyone is unique with their own unique problems and, other than for a 

short period only, I honestly don’t think that it is a good idea to live on ten-ingredients-only. It 

worked for me, but my situation is rather unique. 

 

After years we made the wonderful discovery that eating a little apple with my meals kept my 

digestive processes happy. This combined with having digestive enzymes with the meals and 

the occasional spoonful of vinegar in a glass of water helped hugely towards being able to eat 

meals without upsets. 

 

REMOVE ALL HINDRANCES 

The main thing is to remove all hindrances and aggravating factors. This means that you should 

aim to remove, as much as possible, whatever it is that is upsetting your gut. This can be 

emotional upsets, environmental, physical, mental, food items, or perhaps even look at the 

water you drink. 

 

Once the aggravating factors are removed, you need to heal whatever was damaged by 

providing soothing and healing circumstances, environmental, physical, emotional, mental, and 

food. 

 

After this you can start to provide nourishing and building blocks to build up the immune 

system and get back to being in a position of good health. 

 

1. Remove hindrances 
2. Heal what’s damaged 
3. Build up the system 

 

Doctors and nutritionists and dieticians and naturopaths are trained to do exactly that, and they 

should be your first port of call. 

 

OODLES OF FAITH WORKED MIRACLES 

I firmly believe that my diet saved my life. I reckon that the oodles of faith, which were a main 

part of my diet, worked miracles. My wish and prayer for you is that you will find a diet which 

works for you and that will sustain and nourish you for many years to come. 
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Live Your Best Life 
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